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Abstract

Our current understanding of cellular networks is rather incomplete. We
miss important but so far unknown genes and mechanisms in the path-
ways. Moreover, we often only have a partial account of the molecular
interactions and modifications of the known players. When analyzing
the cell, we look through narrow windows leaving potentially important
events in blind spots. This might severely bias both the computational
and manual reconstruction of underlying biological networks. Network
reconstruction is naturally confined to what we have observed. Little
is known about how the incompleteness of our observations confounds
our interpretation of the available data. In this dissertation I ask the
question: Which features of a network can be confounded by incomplete
observations and which cannot? In order to answer this question, I first
summarize the methodology of Nested Effects Models (NEMs) proposed
by Markowetz et al. to reconstruct non-transcriptional networks using
subset relationships from perturbation data and bring out its limitation to
model biological processes in the presence of hidden mechanisms. In the
context of Nested Effects Models, I show that in the presence of missing
observations or hidden factors a reliable reconstruction of the full network
is not feasible. Nevertheless, I show that certain characteristics of sig-
naling networks like the existence of cross talk between certain branches
of the network can be inferred in a non-confoundable way. I introduce
and describe new statistical methodologies called Non-confoundable Ne-
teorks Analysis (No-CONAN) and Partial Nested Effects Models (pNEM)
for analyzing cell signaling pathways and gene expression. No-CONAN is
based on a simple polynomial test for inferring non-confoundable char-
acteristics of signaling networks. I then introduce a new data structure
to represent partially reconstructed signaling networks. Finally, I evaluate
the methods presented in this dissertation on simulated data and two bi-
ological studies, a first application to embryonic stem cell differentiation
in mice and a recent study on the Wnt signaling pathway in colorectal
cancer cells. I demonstrate that taking unknown hidden mechanisms into
account changes our account of real biological networks.



Zusammenfassung

Unser derzeitiges Verständnis zellulärer Netzwerke ist unvollständig. Wir
übersehen derzeit wichtige aber bisher unbekannte Gene und Mechanis-
men der Signalwege. Darüber hinaus ist uns oft nur ein Ausschnitt der
molekularen Interaktionen und Modifikationen bekannt. Bildlich betra-
chten wir Zellen nur durch ein kleines Fenster und übersehen dadurch
wichtige Vorgänge. Sowohl die Computer gestützte also auch die manuelle
Rekonstruktion des zugrunde liegende biologischen Netzwerks wir dadurch
möglicherweise stark verfälscht. Die Rekonstruktion von Netzwerken
ist naturgemäßauf unsere Beobachtungen limitiert. Inwieweit die Un-
vollständigkeit unserer Beobachtungen die mögliche Interpretation der
vorhandenen Daten beeinflusst ist weitestgehend unbekannt. In dieser
Arbeit möchte ich die Frage beantworten, welche Merkmale eines Netzw-
erks durch unvollstndige Daten beeinflusst werden können und welche
nicht. Dazu fasse ich zunächst Nested Effects Models (NEMs) von
Markowetz et al. zur Rekonstruktion nicht-transkriptionaler Netzwerke
zusammen, die auf Teilmengen Beziehungen in Daten aus Perturbatio-
sexperimenten basiert. Dabei arbeite ich die Grenzen von NEMs im
Bezug auf unbeobachtete Mechanismen heraus. In diesem Kontext zeige
ich, dass in Gegenwart von fehlenden Beobachtungen oder Faktoren die
zuverlässige Rekonstruktion des vollständigen Netzwerks nicht möglich
ist. Nichts desto trotz zeige ich, dass bestimmte Charakteristika von
Signal-Netzwerken wie z.B. die Wechselwirkungen bestimmter Zweige
des Netzwerks auch unter Berücksichtigung von confounders eindeutig
abgeleitet werden können. Ich führe ’Non-confoundable Network Analy-
sis (No-CONAN)’ und ’Partial Nested Effects Models (pNEM)’ zur Anal-
yse von Zell Signalwegen und beschreibe diese. No-CONAN und pNEM
basieren auf einem einfachen polynomial Test zur Störfaktors unabhängi-
gen Ableitung der Charateristik von Signal-Netzwerken. Anschließend
führe ich eine neue Datenstruktur zur Darstellung partiell rekonstruierter
Signal-Netzwerke ein. Schlussendlich evaluiere ich die in dieser Arbeit
eingeführten Methodologien auf simulierten Daten und wende sie auf
Daten zweier biologischer Studien an: einer Analyse der Differenzierung
embryonischer Stammzellen in Mäusen, sowie eine kürzlich erfolgten Ar-
beit zur Analyse des Wnt Signalweges in Zellen des Kolorektalen Karzi-
noms. Dabei zeige ich, wie das Einbeziehen unbekannter Mechanismen
unsere Sichteweise auf echte biologische Netzwerke verändert.
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Introduction

This thesis is concerned with inferring signaling networks from interventional data
in the presence of unknown hidden mechanisms. I develop methodology to address
the following problem: The current understanding of biological networks can be con-
founded by hidden mechanisms that we are not aware of. The first chapter is divided
into two parts. First, I discuss the statistical motivation of reconstructing a network in
the presence of hidden variables. I describe statistical models to reconstruct networks
from incomplete data (section 1.1). The second part gives a concise background on
gene regulation and cell signaling and explains the experimental technique of RNA
interference (RNAi). I then discuss the biological motivation of analyzing networks
with possibly many hidden mechanisms involved (section 1.2). In recent years there
has been growing interest in reconstructing biological networks from data, but no
work has been done so far to adapt statistical methodology for very incomplete data.

1.1 Complex phenomena are attracting scientists

Complex phenomena are attracting scientists around the world. There are many
reasons why complexity is a popular topic of research. The main one seems to
be very simple and says “we live in a complex world“. Examples of complex systems
include the stock market, social insect and ant colonies, manufacturing businesses and
social system such as political parties or communities. However, complex phenomena
not only exist in our environment but also inside us. Because of our brains with
millions of neurons and many more neuronal connections and cell structures with many
components, we are probably the most complex systems in the universe. Therefore
by understanding complex phenomena we can better understand ourselves.

Studying complexity can be surprising at least in two ways. The first way is connected
with the moment of discovery. When scientists find something new they find it
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1. INTRODUCTION

surprising. However the phenomenon of surprise is not only restricted to scientists
who study something new. In the second way, complexity can be surprising due to its
nature. For instance, when changing minor details in a system has major impacts on
its global behavior. Real-life problems are further complicated by the fact that we are
usually given only a partial view of the world. For instance, a poker player will have
to bet and win the game without necessarily knowing the cards in the other player’s
hands. He will never have access to his opponent’s strategy, but will constantly try
to infer it from the opponents moves and history of games. As a matter of fact, in
making decisions for a domain of interest, an influencing factor may be hidden and
never be observed. These hidden factors are all over the place in real-life domains.
They often play the central role in hidden mechanisms and influence many of the
observations. This rises the following questions: how can the hidden factors influence
our decision making? What of our current understanding of complex systems can
be confounded by hidden factors? It is the goal of this dissertation, to answer these
questions when our current knowledge about the complex system is not complete.

1.1.1 Probabilistic Graphical Models

In order to deal with the challenges outlined above, we rely heavily on our life expe-
rience. For example, if the doctors suspect that a patient has cancer based on his
symptoms or the results of a screening test or clinical examination, they will order
certain diagnostic tests to find out whether the patient has abnormal cells and, if so,
whether they are cancerous or non-cancerous. If the tests show that the cells are
cancerous, they may need more tests to find out more about the cancer cells. All
these real-life examples motivated researchers to define new field of research called
machine learning.

Machine learning Machine Learning is a scientific discipline that addresses
the following question: How can we define frameworks to automatically learn and
to improve with experience? Learning in this context is not learning by heart but
recognizing complex patterns and making decisions based on data. The difficulty lies
in the fact that the set of all possible decisions given all possible inputs is too complex
to describe. To tackle this problem the field of Machine Learning develops algorithms
that discover knowledge from data and experience, based on sound statistical and
computational principles (1). Therefore, the aim is to learn from example, just as the
baby applies its inherited skills to understand its environment. A central paradigm in
Machine Learning is that of probabilistic graphical models (2, 3) that have become
popular in recent years, and are being used in numerous applications (4).

Probabilistic graphical models Probabilistic graphical models (PGMs) provide
a natural tool for dealing with two problems specific to real-world applications, un-
certainty and complexity. Uncertainty is unavoidable in real-world applications and
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1.1 Complex phenomena are attracting scientists

we can almost never predict with certainty what will happen in the future. Many
important aspects of the world are not observed with certainty. Probability theory
gives us the basic foundation to model our beliefs about the different possible states
of the world, and to update these beliefs as new evidence is obtained. These beliefs
can be combined with individual preferences to help guide our actions, and even in
selecting which observations to make. The PGM framework uses ideas from discrete
data structures to efficiently encode and manipulate probability distributions. These
methods have been used in an enormous range of application domains, which include:
medical diagnosis, image understanding, reconstruction of biological networks and
many more. This framework provides an essential tool for learning how to reason
coherently from limited and noisy observations (5).

Probabilistic graphical models compactly represent a joint distribution over a set of
variables in a domain of interest, and facilitate the efficient computation of flexible
probabilistic queries. A graph is comprised of nodes connected by links (also known
as edges or arcs). In a probabilistic graphical model, each node represents a random
variable, and the links express probabilistic relationships between these variables. The
graph captures the way in which the joint distribution over all of the random variables
can be decomposed into a product of factors each depending only on a subset of the
variables. Generally, probabilistic graphical models use a graph-based representation
as the foundation for encoding a complete distribution over a multi-dimensional space
and a graph that is a compact or factorized representation of a set of independences
that hold in the specific distribution. Three main branches of graphical representations
of distributions commonly used, are, Bayesian networks, Markov random fields and
Factor graph (1).

• Bayesian networks Also known as directed graphical models, in which the
links of the graphs have a particular directionality indicated by arrows. Bayesian
networks are directed acyclic graphs whose nodes represent random variables
and edges represent conditional dependencies; nodes which are not connected
represent variables which are conditionally independent of each other. Directed
graphs are useful for expressing causal relationships between random variables.

• Markov random fields The other major class of graphical models are
Markov random fields, also known as undirected graphical models, in which the
links do not carry arrows and have no directional significance. A Markov random
field is similar to a Bayesian network in its representation of dependencies;
the differences being that Bayesian networks are directed and acyclic, whereas
Markov networks are undirected and may be cyclic. Thus, a Markov network
can represent certain dependencies that a Bayesian network cannot (such as
cyclic dependencies).

3



1. INTRODUCTION

• Factor graph For the purposes of solving inference problems, it is often
convenient to convert both directed and undirected graphs into a different
representation called a factor graph. Both directed and undirected graphs allow
a global function of several variables to be expressed as a product of factors
over subsets of those variables. Factor graphs make this product explicit by
introducing additional nodes for the factors themselves in addition to the nodes
representing the variables.

Probabilistic graphical models in general consist of two components. The first is a
graph in which each vertex corresponds to a random variable. This graph represents
a set of conditional independence properties of the represented distribution. The
graph captures the structure of the probability distribution, and is exploited for effi-
cient inference and decision making. The second component is a collection of local
interaction models that describe the conditional probability of each variable given its
parents in the graph. Together, these two components represent a unique probability
distribution (2).

If the network structure of the model is a directed acyclic graph, the model represents
a factorization of the joint probability of all random variables. More precisely, if the
events are X1, ..., Xn then the joint probability satisfies

P (X1, ..., Xn) =
n∏
i=1

P (Xi|pai) (1.1)

where pai is the set of parents of node Xi in the graph. In other words, the joint
distribution factors into a product of conditional distributions over the variables in the
domain. For example, Figure 1.1A shows the structure of a simple directed graphical
model for a cancer domain (5, 6). It is easy to conclude from the graph that the
relation between smoking and the appearance of lumps in an x-ray is mediated by
the cancer node. It is also easy to see that cancer is simultaneously effected by
several possible direct causes. In contrast, cancer is the only direct influencing factor
on indigestion. The distribution represented by our simple structure of the cancer
domain consists of the random variables smoking (S), exposure (E), alcohol (A),
cancer (C), lumps (L), indigestion (I) and bleeding (B) can be written as

P (C, S,E,A, L,B, I) = P (S)·P (E)·P (A)·P (C|S,E,A)·P (L|C)·P (B|C)·P (I|C)
(1.2)

The unique advantage of the factorization of the distribution gives probabilistic graph-
ical models a compact representation of the joint distribution. The compact represen-
tation facilitates efficient probabilistic computations (2, 7). Given a joint distributions,
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1.1 Complex phenomena are attracting scientists

a central task of interest is that of inference, or answering probabilistic queries (6).
For example we might want to examine the influence of one factor on another to
quantify the value of future decisions. All these tasks are typically intractable even
for small domains if the joint distribution is naively represented. While inference in
general graphical models is NP-hard (8), the compact representation of the distribu-
tion allows us to compute varied probabilistic queries for relatively large and complex
domains.

Figure 1.1: Plausible network for cancer domain - A shows a simple structure

for cancer and its cause and effects. In this model cancer separates its causes from

symptoms. B shows the resulting structure when cancer is removed from the model

and is no longer able to mediate between its causes and symptoms.

.

Maximum likelihood estimation In statistics, maximum-likelihood estimation
(MLE) is a method of estimating the parameters of a statistical model. When applied
to a data set and given a statistical model, maximum-likelihood estimation provides
estimates for the model’s parameters. In general, for a fixed set of data and underlying
statistical model, the method of maximum likelihood selects values of the model
parameters that produce a distribution that gives the observed data the greatest
probability.

In recent years there has been a growing interest in learning baysian networks from
data (9, 10, 11). Current methods are successful at learning both the structure
and parameters from complete data. The complete data describes the values of all
variables in the network. The main challenge in this case is to learn the structure of
the network. The number of possible structures depends on the number of variables
exponentially. In order to search the space of all possible structures, heuristic greedy
procedures are typically used. However, these heuristic procedures can get trapped
in local maxima. The situation is different when the data is incomplete. When
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1. INTRODUCTION

some observations are missing or some variables are altogether unobserved, learning

is significantly harder: local maxima often trap the learning procedure and lead to

infer models incorrectly.

1.1.2 Hidden Variables

When we consider real-life domains, we also have to cope with the fact that the

size of the problem may limit our ability to learn an effective model in practice.

Consequently, much of the research in recent years has been directed at learning

probabilistic graphical models in complex scenarios where some of the data may be

missing (12, 13). In case where data are incomplete or partially observed, they contain

hidden variables whose value is never observed. In contrast to observed variables, the

hidden variables are not known to be part of the domain.

Why should we bother with hidden variables that are never observed? These variables

may play an important role in the model, and therefore they may be critical for our

understanding of the domain. Consider again the model of the cancer domain shown

in Figure 1.1A. This simple model encodes the fact that an observation of the cancer

node separates possible causes (smoking, exposure to sunlight, excessive consumption

of alcohol) from a few plausible symptoms (lumps, bleeding, indigestion). Now imag-

ine cancer is a hidden variable in this simple model. If we remove cancer influences

on other nodes, we might be able to recognize a correlation between smoking and the

appearance of lumps. We might also be able to deduced a relation between repeated

bleeding and indigestion. Considering these correlation we may end up with a model

similar to the one shown in Figure 1.1B.

There are many reasons why the true model in Figure 1.1A is more appealing than

the one where cancer is hidden. First, it can tell us more about the structure domain,

particularly the way that different variables influences each other. Second, the repre-

sentation of the domain is more compact in the true model. Since most of the nodes

are connected to most of the others in Figure 1.1B, this structure is significantly more

complex than the true model. As it is clear in the above example, the inclusion of a

hidden variable in the network can simplify the structure, reducing the complexity of

the network that needs to be learned (5). This motivates the learning of the hidden

variables in a case of incomplete data.
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1.1.3 Learning Bayesian Networks in the presence hidden vari-

ables

Learning hidden variables in the context of Bayesian networks has at least two ad-
vantages. First, learning these variables effectively can result in a succinct model for
representing the distribution over the known entities, which in turn facilitates efficient
inference and robust estimation. By introducing hidden variables that do not appear
explicitly in the model we can often learn simpler models. Second, by learning new
hidden variables, we can improve our understanding of the domain, potentially reveal-
ing important hidden entities. The importance of incorporating hidden variables in
the model was recognized early on in the probabilistic graphical models community
(e.g., (14, 15)).

When a hidden variable is known to exist, we can introduce it into the network and
apply known Bayesian networks learning algorithms. If the network structure is known,
algorithms such as EM (16, 17) or gradient ascent (18) can learn parameters. If the
structure is not known, the Structural EM (SEM) algorithm of (19) or Structure-based
approach (20) can be used to perform structure learning with incomplete data.

The EM algorithm Dempster et al. (16) present a general approach to iterative
computation of maximum-likelihood estimates when the observations can be viewed as
incomplete data. Since each iteration of the algorithm consists of an expectation step
followed by a maximization step they call it EM algorithm. The EM algorithm tries to
find maximum likelihood of parameters in statistical models, where the model depends
on unobserved hidden variables. Typically these models involve hidden variables in
addition to unknown parameters. That is, either there are missing values among
the data, or the model can be formulated more simply by assuming the existence of
additional unobserved data points.

The EM process is remarkable because of its simplicity and wide range of applications.
Other advantages of the EM approach are that it is easy to program and often allows
simple adaptation of complete data methods and it provides fitted values for missing
data. The two main disadvantages, slow convergence and local maxima, have often
been criticized (21). The EM algorithm can easily get trapped in sub optimal local
maxima. It also requires an initial estimate of the model parameters. Since multiple
local maxima of the likelihood function are frequent in practice and the algorithm
converges only to one local maximum, the quality of the initial estimate can greatly
influence the final results.

Adaptive probabilistic networks with a hidden variables Binder et al. (18)
investigate the problem of learning probabilistic networks with known structure and
hidden variables. They present a new learning algorithm for probabilistic networks.

7



1. INTRODUCTION

They focus on the problem of learning networks where some of the variables are
hidden. They also restrict attention to the problem of learning the probabilistic pa-
rameters, assuming that the network structure is known. They have demonstrated
a gradient-descent learning algorithm for probabilistic networks with hidden variables
that uses localized gradient computations piggybacked on the standard network in-
ference calculations.

Structural EM algorithm Friedman et al. (19) introduced a framework for
searching over structures with incomplete data. The key idea of this method is to use
the best estimate of the distribution to complete the data, and then use procedures
that work efficiently for complete data on this completed data. This follows the basic
intuition of the EM algorithm for learning parameters in a fixed parametric model
(16). At each step, it can either find better parameters for the current structure, or
select a new structure. The former case is a standard parametric EM step, while the
later is a structural EM step. A charming feature of the method is it attempts to
directly optimize the true Bayesian score within EM iterations.

In particular, although Friedman et al. provided convergence proofs for the abstract
version of the algorithm, it is still not clear whether these proofs apply given the
approximations need to perform this algorithm in practice. Empirical experience shows
that the procedure does consistently converge. An additional aspect glossed over in
this framework is the computation of the expected statistics. This requires large
number of computations during learning. This is the main bottleneck in applying this
technique to large scale domains.

Structure-based approach Structure-based approach aims to detect hidden
variables that interact with the observed variables. A very natural approach to detect
hidden variables is to search for “structural signatures“ of hidden variables (substruc-
tures) in the learned network that tend to suggest the presence of a hidden variable.
Elidan et al. (20) make this basic idea concrete, and show how to integrate it with
structure-search algorithms. They use standard Bayesian model selection algorithms
to learn a structure over the observable variables. They then search the structure
for substructures that seem as if they might be induced by a hidden variable. They
temporarily introduce the hidden variable in a way that breaks up the substructures,
and then continue learning based on that new structure. If the resulting structure has
a better score, they keep the hidden variable. They finally integrate this idea with
existing learning algorithms such as structural EM. This approach can be considered
as a preprocessing step for structural EM, substantially reducing the structural EM
search space. It suffers from the detection of hidden variables in certain situations.
It can not detect situations where the hidden variable provides more succinct model
of a distribution that can be described by a network without a hidden variable (as in
the simple example in Figure 1.1).
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1.2 Molecular biology and hidden mechanisms

Learning hidden variable approaches do not work with many hidden variables
A major question in learning hidden variables is how to decide on the number of hidden
variables. The above approaches are able to learn models with 1 hidden variable, 2
hidden variables, etc., and then to select the network with the highest score. Latent
variable approaches are only practical if the number of hidden variables is small,
an assumption that is questionable, and it is often violated in the domain real life
particularly in molecular biology (5, 19).

What is surprising, is that despite the influx of research for learning probabilistic
graphical models in recent years, few works address the challenge of considering many
hidden variables in these models. Imagine a tool that not only reveals the structure of
the network but also takes into account the existence of many hidden variables. It is
the goal of this dissertation to present methods that will form the framework towards
this goal, in the content of molecular biology.

1.2 Molecular biology and hidden mechanisms

The previous section motivates the study of probabilistic graphical models in the
presence of hidden variables. This section gives the motivations of reconstructing
the biological networks with the present of unknown mechanisms. As background
information, we first describe important biological terms that are used for this dis-
sertation. We then discuss about the biological motivation of reconstructing network
with a present of hidden mechanisms.

The cell The basic unit of life is the cell. All living creatures are made of cells
which are small membrane-bounded units filled with a concentrated aqueous solution
of chemicals called cytoplasm. The membrane functions as a selective barrier to
substances that enter the cell and exit from it. Each cell is an independent entity,
capable of creating copies of itself by growing and dividing into two identical daughter
cells. The complete characteristics of an organism is carried by each of its cells. This
hereditary information is stored within the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecule.
DNA molecules are informational molecules encoding the genetic instructions used
in the development and functioning of all cells. In higher multicellular organisms,
each cell carries the same DNA content, storing the complete biological information
essential for life [1]. All cells transform DNA to proteins, which determine cells
structure and function. Proteins are crucial elements to the existence of each organism
as they build the cell and drive most of its functions.
Organisms can be divided into two classes:

Central dogma in molecular biology The central dogma of molecular biology is
a framework for understanding the transition from the instructions coded in the DNA
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1. INTRODUCTION

to the production of proteins. DNA produces ribonucleic acid (RNA) which in turn
produces proteins. The functional units in the DNA that code for RNA or proteins are
called genes. This process consists of two main steps, transcription and translation,
shown in Figure 1.2. Transcription is the process by which the information contained
in a section of DNA is transferred to a newly assembled piece of messenger RNA
(mRNA). It is facilitated by transcription factors, which are molecules that can bind
to specific DNA sequences. The transcription factors can either activate or repress
the process of transcription. After splicing the mRNA in transcription the newly
synthesized RNA is transferred by other proteins to the cytoplasm. Translation is a
process that synthesize a protein from mRNA template in the cytoplasm. An enzyme
called ribosome attaches to the RNA and uses the information in it as a template for
the synthesis of the protein.

Figure 1.2: The classic view of the central dogma of molecular biology - The

coded genetic information hard-wired into DNA is transcribed into individual trans-

portable unit, composed of messenger RNA (mRNA); each mRNA contains the pro-

gram for synthesis of a particular protein (or small number of proteins).

.

Gene regulation Regulation of gene expression (or gene regulation) comprises
all processes that cells use to calibrate the amount of RNA species in them. Although
a functional gene product can be an RNA, the majority of known mechanisms regulate
protein coding genes. Gene regulation is essential for prokaryotes and eukaryotes as
it increases the versatility and adaptability of an organism by allowing the cell to
express proteins when needed. Since only a fraction of genes is expressed within a cell
in a certain condition, it is important for all cells to regulate their gene expression in
response to variable environmental conditions.

Regulation takes place at all levels, e.g., in signal propagation, in transcription, in
translation, and in protein degradation (22). At each single step many regulatory
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1.2 Molecular biology and hidden mechanisms

processes can concur. A transcription factor, for example, can be regulated transcrip-
tionally and non-transcriptionally. Transcriptional regulation means control of the
transcription factor’s mRNA level. Non-transcriptional regulation means controlling
the activity level of the transcription factor protein by binding to a ligand, by disso-
ciation of an inhibitor protein, by a protein modification like phosphorylation, or by
cleavage of a larger precursor (22, 23). Of particular interest for this thesis are signal
transduction pathways.

Signal transduction pathways Signal transduction occurs when an extracellular
signaling molecule activates a cell surface receptor (22). In turn, this receptor alters
intracellular molecules creating a response. If the receptor is found in the membrane
of the cell, a series of signals must be passed through cytosol into the nucleus which
in turn activate transcription. This series of signals is called a signal transduction
pathway.

Cellular signaling pathways regulate essential processes in living cells. In many cases,
alterations of these molecular mechanisms cause serious diseases including cancer.
Understanding the organization of signaling pathways is hence a principal problem
in modern biology. With methods making use of RNA interference (RNAi), one can
identify new pathway component and order pathways in regulatory hierarchies. RNAi
(24) is a cellular mechanism of post-transcriptional gene silencing that moderates
the activity of their genes. Discovering RNAi plays an important role in functional
genomic research for many reasons. For instance, a physiological role it plays in
gene regulation is one of the most important discovery of last decades. Moreover,
screening RNAi of target genes can be applied on a genomic scale and allows rapid
identification of genes contributing to cellular processes and pathways (25).

Gene knockdown The RNA interference pathway is often exploited in exper-
imental biology to study the function of genes in cell. Double-stranded RNA is
synthesized with a sequence complementary to a gene of interest and introduced into
a cell or organism, where it is recognized as exogenous genetic material and activates
the RNAi pathway. Using this mechanism, researchers can cause a drastic decrease
in the expression of a targeted gene. Studying the effects of this decrease can shed
light on the physiological role of the gene product. This means, RNAi perturbation
experiments push a genes expression level towards zero. Only in knockouts, however,
the intervention leads to a completely non-functional gene. In RNAi experiments the
gene is still active, but silenced. It is less active than normal due to human interven-
tion. Hence, we do not fix the state of the gene, but push it towards lower activities.
Since RNAi may not totally abolish expression of the gene, this technique is some-
times referred to as a ”knockdown”, to distinguish it from ”knockout” procedures in
which expression of a gene is entirely eliminated.
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1.2.1 Molecular biology with many hidden variables

Biological motivation A complex system is not understood solely by passive
observation; it needs active manipulation by the researchers. In biology this fact has
long been known. Functional genomics has a long tradition of inferring the inner
workings of a cell by breaking it down using an external stimulus (23). A cells re-
sponse to an external stimulus is carried out by a complex network. The stimulus
is propagated via signal transduction to activate transcription factors which bind to
promoters, thus activating or repressing the transcription and translation of genes,
which in turn can activate secondary signaling pathways, and so on. We distinguish
between the transcriptional level of signal transduction known as gene regulation and
the non-transcriptional level, which is mostly mediated by post-translational modifi-
cations (26, 27). While gene regulation leaves direct traces on expression profiles,
non-transcriptional signaling does not and there might be many players involved which
cannot be traced in the non-transcriptional level. When we assume that all the net-
work players are known and no hidden players are involved, networks can be modeled
by formal statistical framework for network reconstruction, while networks with un-
known pathways players cannot.

The appearance of methods making use of RNA interference (RNAi) enables re-
searchers to selectively silence known genes of interest on a large scale in order to
find out the complex mechanism in the cell (28). Gene expression monitoring tech-
niques such as DNA microarrays allow us to measure the effects of a perturbation
on a genome-wide scale. This enables the reversal of the engineer interdependencies
between gene products on a non-transcriptional level. The known genes of interest
are silenced individually, and the respective downstream effects on gene expression are
measured using genome-wide gene expression data. By observing the nested struc-
ture, there is a significant up- or down-regulation of affected genes, allowing for the
reconstruction of the upstream signaling pathway. Here, the main challenge is to
investigate the unknown biological mechanisms that govern the relation between the
known genes (29).

Cell is a complex system Due to the complexity of the cell, a complete insight
into the signaling pathway networks, with detailed knowledge of individual players in
the networks, is still out of reach. While the networks normally contain many players,
silencing and observing the downstream effects of all genes is unfeasible. Typically, we
do not have all the players to analyze biological mechanisms like signaling pathways.
We are lacking important but so far unknown players in the pathways. Therefore, our
current understanding of virtually all cellular signaling pathways is almost certainly
incomplete.
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We look at the cell through narrow windows When analyzing the cell, we
look through narrow windows leaving potentially important events in blind spots.
However, unknown players are not completely independent of what we observe inside
the windows. Over the last decade, with the help of genomics studies, these windows
have become larger, but a complete insight into the complex biological networks has
still not yet been attained.

Motivation of non-confoundable analysis in the context of Nested Effects
Models Unknown genes, whose involvement in cellular processes has not yet
been determined, can make the interplay of the known genes appear different from
what they really are. The effect of unknown genes might be mixed up with the effect
of known genes. Moreover, separating these effects can be difficult and can confound
our perspective of the networks. Statistically speaking, these unknown genes are
hidden variables, and for network reconstruction they are hidden nodes. Network
reconstruction in the presence of hidden variables may result in confounding, which
is a major source of bias (15). This rises a new question in network reconstruction:
What of our current understanding of biological networks can be confounded by hidden
mechanisms and what can not. We believe that these questions can only be addressed
meaningfully in the context of formal statistical network reconstruction framework.
In order to address these questions we introduce a new methodology based on Nested
Effects Models (NEMs). NEMs differ from other statistical approaches like Bayesian
networks by encoding subset relations instead of partial correlations. This charming
feature of the method enables us to infer the graph of upstream/downstream relations
for a set of signaling genes from perturbation effects. It is the goal of this dissertation
to present a non-confoundable network analysis for very incomplete data in the context
of NEMs.

1.3 Thesis Organization

In summary, there are two problems to be addressed when reconstructing biological
networks for very incomplete data. First, how the hidden players could be misleading
our current understanding of biological networks. Second, how to infer the network
structures in a way that can not be confounded by hidden players. This thesis intro-
duces a novel methodology to address both questions. It is organized as follows:

1.3.1 Nested Effects Models

Chapter 2 gives an overview of Nested Effects Models and their implementations. The
basic framework of NEMs was substantially extended in several studies. In this chap-
ter, I present a review of the methodology with a discussion of similarities, differences
and limitations of the proposed algorithms.
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1.3.2 Complications arising from hidden variables to Nested

Effects Models

In chapter 3, I demonstrate the importance of considering hidden variables for network
reconstructing when they are known to exist. I discuss complications that arise by
considering these variables in the context of Nested Effects Models. I then investi-
gate the possible influences of hidden variables on the data patterns generated from
perturbation experiments.

1.3.3 Partial Nested Effects Models

In chapter 4, I investigate what is arguably the most straightforward approach for
considering the existence of hidden variables in the context of NEMs. I introduce a
simple edge-by-edge partial network reconstruction algorithm called Non Confound-
able Network Analysis (No-CONAN) to derive non confoundable network properties. I
then define a data structure that encodes the partially resolved networks called partial
Nested Effects Models (pNEM). This chapter then goes further to demonstrate how
No-CONAN and pNEM perform on different simulation studies.

1.3.4 Cell differentiation in embryonic stem cells

In this chapter, I demonstrate the practical use of pNEM in biological application. I
first give some background on cellular decision making and cell differentiation. I then
demonstrate the performance of pNEM in a first application to embryonic stem cell
differentiation in mice. This chapter then goes further to show that taking unknown
players into account changes our account of biological networks.

1.3.5 Distorted canonical WNT-signaling in colorectal cancer

cells

Chapter 6 shows the performance of No-CONAN in another biological application
on the Wnt-signaling pathway. The chapter starts with a short introduction to the
Wnt-signaling in colorectal cancer cells. It then demonstrates the performance of non-
confoundable network analysis in the context of a recent study on the Wnt signaling
pathway in colorectal cancer cells.
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2

Nested Effects Models

This chapter gives an overview of Nested Effects Models and their implementations.
The theory of NEMs has been applied and extended in several studies. Section
2.1 gives an overview of all NEMs in different formulations from literature. The
section goes further and discusses the similarities, differences and limitations of all
the methods. Section 2.2 and 2.3 review different searching algorithms in the context
on NEMs and section 2.4 describes the dynamic nested effect models that enables
the analysis of perturbation time series data.

2.1 Nested Effects Models (NEMs)

A cells response to an external stimulus is complex. The stimulus is propagated
via signal transduction to activate transcription factors, which bind to promoters
thus activating or repressing the transcription and translation of genes, which in
turn can activate secondary signaling pathways, and so on. We distinguish between
the transcriptional level of signal transduction known as gene regulation and the
nontranscriptional level, which is mostly mediated by post-translational modifications.
While gene regulation leaves direct traces on expression profiles, non-transcriptional
signaling does not (23).

A hypothetical pathway Figure 2.1A shows a hypothetical biochemical pathway
adapted from Wagner (23, 30, 31). It consists of two transcription factors, a protein
kinase and a protein phosphatase and the genes encoding these proteins. The figure
shows the three biological levels of interest: genome, transcriptome and proteome.
The thick arrows show information flow through the pathway. The transcription factor
expressed by gene 1 binds to the promoter region of gene 2 and activates it. Gene 2
encodes a protein kinase, which phosphorylates a protein phosphatase (expressed by
gene 3). This event activates the protein phosphatase, which now dephosphorylates
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the transcription factor produced by gene 4. It binds to gene 5 and induces expression.
The three biological levels of DNA, mRNA and protein are condensed into a graph
model on five nodes. Gene expression data only shows the mRNA level. A model
inferred from expression data will only have two edges, connecting gene 1 to gene 2
and then gene 2 to gene 5. Since genes 3 and 4 only contribute on the protein level,
a model based on correlations on the mRNA level will ignore them.

Interventions at genes in the pathway shed light on the pathway topology. This is
exemplified by an RNAi intervention at gene 3 in Figure 2.1B Silencing gene 3 will cut
information flow in the pathway and result in an expression change at gene 5. This is
reflected in the model by extending it to include an edge from gene 3 to gene 5. Note
that we have no observation of direct effects of the intervention at gene 4 in mRNA
data. The only information we have are secondary effects at the transcriptional end
of the pathway. Nested Effects Models (NEMs) were first introduced by Markowetz
et al. as a framework to order genes in regulatory hierarchies from secondary effects.

NEMs use a probabilistic framework to compare a given network hypothesis with
the observed nested structure of downstream effects. Perturbing one gene may have
an influence on a number of downstream genes, whereas perturbing others affects
a subset of those. NEMs framework distinguishes two kinds of genes: The first
are the candidate pathway genes for perturbation and the second are genes which
show effects of such interventions in expression profiles. We call the perturbed genes
S-genes for signaling genes and denote them by S = S1, . . . , Sn. The genes that
change expression after perturbation are called E-genes and we denote them by E =
E1, . . . , EN . We further denote the set of E-genes displaying expression changes in
response to the perturbation of Si by Di. In a nutshell: NEMs infer that S1 acts
upstream of S2:

S1 −→ S2 if D2 ⊂ D1

All downstream effects of a perturbation in S2 can also be triggered by perturbing
S1 (Figure 2.2). This suggests that the perturbation of S1 causes a perturbation of
S2 and acts upstream of S2. S-genes can take values 1 and 0 according to whether
signaling is interrupted or not. State 0 corresponds to a node, which is reached by
the information flow through the pathway. We call the subset of S-genes, which
are in state 1 when S-gene S is silenced, the influence region of S. The set of all
influence regions is called a silencing scheme Φ. The silencing scheme summarizes
the effects of interventions predicted from the pathway hypothesis. Mathematically
speaking, Φ is a transitively closed graph that defines a partial order on S-genes from
the expected nested structure of downstream effects. Following Markowetz et al.
(32), the positions of the E-genes are included as model parameters and it is assumed
that each E-gene is attached to a single S-gene only. Knocking down a specific S-
gene Sk interrupts signal flow in the downstream pathway, and hence an effect on the
E-genes attached to Sk and all S-genes depending on Sk is expected. Let us assume
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Figure 2.1: A hypothetical biochemical pathway - A shows a hypothetical bio-

chemical pathway adapted from Wagner (30). It shows four levels of interest: three

biological and one of modeling. Inference from gene expression data alone only gives a

very limited model of the pathway. The contributions of genes 3 and 4 are overlooked.

The situation changes if we can use interventional data for model building. B shows

that silencing gene 3 by RNAi will cut information flow in the pathway and result in an

expression change at gene 5. This is visible on the mRNA level and can be integrated

in the model. Thus, the expanded model shows an edge from gene 3 to gene 5. The

figure is adapted from (23).
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n knock-downs are performed and there exist m E-genes in total. The outcomes of
these experiments are summarized in an m × n data matrix D. According to Bayes
formula a specific network hypothesis can be scored as:

P (Φ|D) = P (D|Φ)P (Φ)
P (D)

where P (D) is a constant that does not depend on Φ. Consequently, the (marginal)
likelihood P (D|Φ) together with the network prior P (Φ) play the central role in the
inference.

The position of the E-genes is introduced as a model parameter Θ = {Θi|Θi ∈
1, ..., n, i = 1, ...,m}, for example Θi = j, if E-gene i is attached to S-gene j.
Assuming independence of E-genes one can write down the conditional likelihood
P (D|Φ,Θ) given a fixed network hypothesis Φ and model parameters Θ as:

P (D|Φ,Θ) =
m∏
i=1

P (Di|Φ,Θi)

However, in practice it is unknown which E-genes are being controlled by which S-
genes. In a perturbation experiment we predict effects at all E-genes, which are
attached to an S-gene in the influence region. Expected effects can be compared
with observed effects in the data to choose the topology, which fits the data best.
Owing to measurement noise we cannot expect to find an expected topology to be in
complete agreement with all observations. We allow deviation from predicted effects
by introducing error probabilities α and β for false positive and negative situations,
respectively. We model the expression levels of E-genes on the various perturbation
experiments k as binary random variables Eik . The distribution of Eik is determined
by the silencing scheme Φ and the error probabilities α and β. For all E-genes and
targets of intervention, the conditional probability of E-gene state eik given silencing
scheme Φ can then be written in tabular form as:

Table 2.1: The distribution of binary effect data - The distribution of Eik is

determined by the silencing scheme Φ and the error probabilities α and β.

eik = 1 ei = 0

P (eik|Φ, θi = j) =
{ α 1− α if Φ predicts no effect

1− β β if Φ predicts effect
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Figure 2.2: An introduction to Nested Effects Models - Plot A shows a toy dataset

consisting four replicate of phenotypic profiles for four perturbed genes (S1,S2, S3 and

S4). Each profile is binary with black coding for an observed effect and white for an

effect not observed. An important feature of the data is the subset structure visible

between the profiles in the data set: the effects observed when perturbing genes S1 are

a superset to the effects observed for all other genes. The effects of perturbing S4 are

a subset to all other genes effects. The pair S2 and S3 have different but overlapping

effect sets. The directed acyclic graph (DAG) shown in plot B represents these subset

relations, which are shown in plot C.
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This means that if Ei is not in the influence region of the S-gene silenced in experiment
k, the probability of observing Eik=1 is α(probability of false alarm); the probability
to miss an effect and observe Eik = 0 even though Ei lies in the influence region is β
(probability of missed signal). In the following, we summarize NEMs based on their
statistical approach for dealing with Θ in scoring a given network.

2.1.1 The marginal likelihood scoring

NEMs aim at reconstructing the silencing scheme Φ of S-genes. To deal with these
issues, we interpret the position of edges between S- and E-genes as nuisance pa-
rameters, and average over them to obtain a marginal likelihood. In the Bayesian
framework of Markowetz et al. (2005) (32), networks are scored by marginal pos-
terior probabilities. The marginal likelihood involves marginalization over the whole
parameter space Θ.

P (D|Φ) =

∫
Θ

P (D|Φ,Θ)P (Θ|Φ)dΘ. (2.1)

The Equation 2.1 is based on the following assumptions given in (32):

1. Given the silencing scheme Φ, and fixed positions of E-genes Θ, the observations
in D are sampled independently and distributed identically:

P (D|Φ,Θ) =
m∏
i=1

P (Di|Φ, θi) =
m∏
i=1

l∏
k=1

p(eik|Φ, θi), (2.2)

where Di is the ith row in data matrix D.

2. Parameter independence. The position of one E-gene is independent of the
positions of all the other E-genes at any given time:

P (Θ|Φ) =
m∏
i=1

P (θi|Φ) (2.3)

3. Uniform prior. The prior probability to attach an E-gene is uniform over all
S-genes:

P (θi = j|Φ) =
1

n
for all i and j (2.4)

The last assumption can be dropped to include existing biological knowledge
about regulatory modules (33, 34).
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2.1 Nested Effects Models (NEMs)

With the above assumptions the marginal likelihood can be calculated as follows. The

numbers above the equality sign indicate which assumption was used in each step.

P (D|Φ) =

∫
Θ

P (D|Φ,Θ)P (Θ|Φ)dΘ

[1,2]
=

m∏
i=1

∫
θi

P (Di|Φ, θi)P (θi|Φ)dθi

[3]
=

1

nm

m∏
i=1

n∑
j=1

P (Di|Φ, θi = j)

[1]
=

1

nm

m∏
i=1

n∑
j=1

l∏
k=1

pα,β(eik|Φ, θi = j) (2.5)

Since we have a finite number of S-genes, here we can sum over all E-gene positions.

2.1.2 Maximum aposteriori (MAP) inference scheme

Alternative to averaging over E-genes positions, Tresch et al. (35) proposed to esti-

mate the edges between S- and E-genes, Θ, in a maximum aposteriori MAP sense,

which is then used to calculate P (D|Φ, Θ̂) and P (Φ|D, Θ̂):

Θ̂ = argmaxP (D|Φ,Θ)P (Θ),

P (Φ|D, Θ̂) = P (D|Φ,Θ̂)P (Φ)
P (D)

The maximum likelihood scoring approach allows to distinguish between network hy-

potheses that differ only in transitive edges which is not the case in the previous

section. In order to infer NEMs using MAP inference, Tresch et al. (35) defined

Nested Effects Model (NEM) F as a product of Φ and Θ:

F = ΦΘ (2.6)

Assuming data independence and using Bayes rule, the likelihood of the model F is

represented as P (D|F ) and factors out as follows:
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2. NESTED EFFECTS MODELS

P (D|F ) = P (D|ΦΘ)

=
∏

(j,i)∈Φ×Θ

P (Dj,i|j = Fji)

or log(P (D|F )) =
∑

(j,i)∈Φ×Θ

logP (Dj,i|j = Fji) + const, (2.7)

if we define P (j = x|i) for all x ∈ {0, 1} and (j, i) ∈ Φ×Θ with j = Fji interpreted
as S-gene j is linked to E-gene i. The quantity log(P (D|F )) can also be expressed
as a likelihood ratio for convenience using matrix algebra as follows:

log(P (D|F ))− log(P (D|N)) = tr(FR), (2.8)

where R = log
P (Dji|eij=1)

P (Dji|eij=0)
, “tr” denoting the trace function of a quadratic matrix

and N the NULL matrix corresponding to the model predicts no effects at all. This
allows us to present the likelihood as :

log(P (D|Φ,Θ)) = tr(ΦΘR) + const (2.9)

The likelihood function in this form depends on the data only via the log ratios. This
provides a flexible way of handling different input data such as binary data, p-values
or any other data type as long as it can be converted to a likelihood ratio. The
posterior of the model (Φ,Θ) becomes

log(P (Φ,Θ|D)) = log(P (D|Φ,Θ)) + log(P (Φ)) + log(P (Θ)) + const, (2.10)

and the task is to find the MAP estimate for log(P (Φ,Θ|D)),

(Φ̂, Θ̂) = argmaxφ,Θ(log(P (D|Φ,Θ)) + log(P (Φ)) + log(P (Θ))), (2.11)

In order to find the optimal graph we need to maximize the E-gene positions and vice
versa.

2.1.3 NEMs as a Bayesian network

A flexible formulation of NEMs in the language of Bayesian networks can constitute
a natural generalization of the original NEM model. The original formulation of the
NEM suffers from some restrictions which were imposed for the sake of computability.
Zeller et al. (36) proposed a new formulation for NEM in the context of Bayesian
networks which provides a motivation for these restrictions by explicitly stating prior
assumptions that are inherent to the original formulation.
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2.1 Nested Effects Models (NEMs)

Recalling chapter 1, a Bayesian network describes the joint probability distribution
of a finite family of random variables (the nodes) by a directed acyclic graph Φ and
by a family of local probability distributions, which we assume to be parameterized
by a set of parameters Θ (2, 37). In the context of the MAP inference (35), we
have to model a deterministic signaling hierarchy, in which some components (E)
can be probed by measurements, and some components (S) are perturbed in order
to measure the reaction of the system as a whole. All these components (S) and
(E) will be hidden nodes if there is no observation for an acyclic graph H = S ∪ E.
In order to account for the data, we introduce an additional layer of observation
variables (observationvariables, O) in the following way: each effect node e ∈ E
has an edge pointing to a unique observable node e

′ ∈ O (Figure 2.3). Hence,
O = {e′ |e ∈ E}, and we call e

′
the observation of e. Following the general Bayesian

network framework, let pa(x) be the set of parents of a node x and for notational
convenience add a zero node z, p(z = 0) = 1, which has no parents, and which is a
parent of all hidden nodes (but not of the observable measurements). For the hidden
nodes, define local probabilities corresponding to deterministic relationships as follows

p(x = 1|pa(x)) = { 1 if any parent is active
0 otherwise,

= max(pa(x)) for x ∈ H ′ , (2.12)

Figure 2.3: Bayesian Nested effects models - Example of a Nested effects

model in its Bayesian network formulation. A,B,C represent the S-genes and

X1, X2, Y1, Y2, Z1, Z2 represent the effect nodes. The bold arrows determine the graph

Φ, the solid thin arrows encode Θ. Dashed arrows connect the effects to their reporters.

This figure is reproduced from (35).

Obviously, all hidden nodes are set to 0 or 1 deterministically, given their parents.
The local probabilities p(e

′|e ∈ E), e ∈ E can come from both discrete or continuous
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2. NESTED EFFECTS MODELS

distributions (35). The Bayesian network NEM is parameterized by its topology
Φ and its local probability distributions, which we assume to be given by a set of
local parameters Θ. The final goal is to maximize P (Φ|D). In the presence of
prior knowledge and if we assume independent priors for the topology and the local
parameters, we can write

P (Φ,Θ|D) =
P (D|Φ,Θ)P (Φ)P (Θ)

P (D)

∝ P (D|Φ,Θ)P (Φ)P (Θ) (2.13)

from which it follows that

P (Φ|D) =

∫
P (Φ,Θ|D)dΦ

∝ P (Φ)

∫
P (D|Φ,Θ)P (Θ)dΘ (2.14)

In a case that the integral in Equation 2.13 can be solved analytically, it can be
used by standard optimizations for the approximation of the argmaxP (Φ,Θ|D). If
the expression is difficult to solve, resort to a simultaneous maximum a posteriori
estimation of Φ and Θ (35), that is,

(Φ̂, Θ̂) = argmaxΦ,ΘP (Φ,Θ|D)

= argmaxΦ(argmaxΘP (D|Φ, θ)P (Θ))P (Φ). (2.15)

2.1.4 Factor graph NEMs

A signed version of the Nested Effects Model and an associated efficient structure
inference method, named Factor Graph-Nested Effects Model(FG-NEM) (38) was
developed to distinguish between activating and inhibiting regulation in a pathway.
Recall that the original NEM by Markowetz et al. (32) include two sets of parameters.
The parameter set Φ records all pair-wise interactions among the S-genes and the
parameter set Θ describes how each E-gene is attached to the network of S-genes.
Φ is a binary matrix with entry φAB set to one if S-gene A acts above S-gene B and
zero otherwise. Φ must also be transitively closed. The model by Markowetz et al.
(32) does not distinguish between stimulatory and inhibitory interactions. To tackle
this drawback, Vaske et al. (38) suggest a model, in which φAB takes six possible
values for each unique unordered S-gene pair A,B also known as interaction modes.
The possible values are: 1) A activates B, A → B; 2) A inhibits B,A a B; 3) A
is equivalent to B, A=B; 4) A does not interact with B, A 6= B; 5) B activates
A,B → A; and 6) B inhibits A, B a A. The Factor graph NEMs allow for the
reconstruction of a broader set of S-gene interactions from the secondary effects of
E-gene expression corresponding to the observed data denoted as D. Similarly like
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2.1 Nested Effects Models (NEMs)

the other NEM approaches discussed so far, a maximum aposteriori is used to identify
the Φ that maximizes the posterior P (Φ|D) represented as :

Φ̂ = argmaxΦP (Φ|D)

= argmaxΦ

∑
Θ

∑
H

P (Φ,Θ, H|D). (2.16)

where Θ refers to the attachment point of each E-gene into the network and H refers
to the hidden E-gene states corresponding to up, down regulations or no change.
Applying the same assumptions as in Markowetz et al. (32) we have:

Φ̂ = argmaxΦP (Φ)
∑

Θ

P (Θ|Φ)
∑
H

P (H|Φ,Θ)P (D|H)

= argmaxΦP (Φ)
∑

Θ

∑
H

P (H|Φ,Θ)P (D|H)

= argmaxΦP (Φ)
∏
e∈E

∑
Θ

∑
H

P (He|Φ, θe)P (De|He)

given independence of E-genes, E.

= argmaxΦP (Φ)
∏
e∈E

Le(Φ) (2.17)

where De and He are the row vectors of data matrix and hidden states for E-genes
respectively and θe records the attachment of an E-gene to an S-gene and Le sum-
marizes the marginal likelihood of the data restricted only to E-gene e under a given
model Φ and θe. Note that Le can be reformulated as a product of pair-wise S-gene
terms (38).

2.1.4.1 Structure of factor graph NEMs and Network inference

Scoring a given S-gene graph can be achieved based on max-sum message passing in
a factor graph (39) which provides an efficient means for estimating highly probable
S-gene configurations. The parameters that determine the S-gene interactions, Φ,
are explicitly represented as variables in the factor graph. Identifying a high-scoring
S-gene network is therefore converted to the task of identifying likely assignments of
the Φ variables in the factor graph. A factor graph is a probabilistic graphical model
whose likelihood function can be factorized into smaller terms (factors) representing
local constraints on a set of random variables. A factor graph can be represented
as an undirected, bi-partite graph with two types of nodes: variables and factors. A
variable is adjacent to a factor if the variable appears as an argument of the factor.
Figure 2.4 shows the factor graph representation of a Bayesian network. Factor graphs
represent both the variables as nodes and the factors as nodes, with edges from each
factor to the variables in that factor’s domain, resulting in a bipartite graph. Factor
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2. NESTED EFFECTS MODELS

graphs generalize probability mass functions as the joint likelihood function requires
no normalization and the factors need not be conditional probabilities. Each factor
encodes a local constraint pertaining to a few variables. In the factor graph NEM

A

B C

D

A

B

C

D

P (A)

P (B|A)

P (C|A)

P (D|B,C)

Figure 2.4: Bayesian network next to corresponding factor graph- A Bayesian

network (left) and the corresponding factor graph (right). The decomposition of the

joint probability, P(A,B,C,D) = P(D|B,C) P(B|A) P(C|A) P(A) is made explicit

in the bipartite factor graph.

a Φ that maximizes the posterior is found using max-sum message passing using all
terms from Equation 2.17 in log space. The complete model of a factor graph NEM
by Vaske et al.(2009) contains three types of variables and three classes of factors.
The variables include: the continuous random observation of E-gene expression under
a given intervention and replicate experiment, the unknown hidden state of E-gene
under a particular intervention which is a discrete variable with domain {1, 0,−1} and
the interaction modes between two S-genes. The factors consists of: the Expression
factors which model expression as a mixture of Gaussian distributions, the Interaction
Factors which constrain E-gene states to five possible types of interaction modes
between two S-genes and the Transitivity factors which constrain pair-wise interactions
to form consistent triplets of S-genes. During message passing, messages which are
simply local belief potentials associated with variable interactions are passed between
all nodes(variables) in the graph using two inference steps. In the first step, messages
from observation nodes are passed through the expression factors and hidden E-gene
state variables, to calculate all messages in a single upward pass . In the second step,
messages are passed between only the interaction variables and transitivity factors until
convergence using Equation 2.17. The final S-gene network is derived by transitive
reduction of all redundant edges from Φ. Figure 2.5 reproduced from (38) gives an
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2.1 Nested Effects Models (NEMs)

Figure 2.5: Structure of factor graph for network inference in Factor graph

NEMs - The factor graph consists of three classes of variables (circles) and three classes

of factors (squares). XeAr is a continuous observation of E-gene e’s expression under

intervention A and replicate r. YeA is the hidden state of E-gene e under intervention A,

and is a discrete variable with domain {1, 0,−1}. φAB is the interaction between two S-

genes A and B. In this figure red, green and white shading denotes activation, inhibition

and no interaction respectively. Expression Factors model expression as a mixture

of Gaussian distributions. Interaction Factors constrain E-gene states to interaction

modes between two S-genes. Transitivity Factors constrain pair-wise interactions to

form consistent triangles. The arrows labeled µ and µ
′

are messages encoding local

belief potentials on φAB and are propagated during factor graph inference. This figure

is reproduced from (38).
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2. NESTED EFFECTS MODELS

overview of the structure of factor graph NEM with expression factors, interaction
factors, and transitivity factors. For acyclic factor graphs, the marginal, max-marginal
and conditional probabilities of single or multiple variables can be calculated exactly
with the max-sum algorithms (39). Message-passing algorithms have been shown to
demonstrate excellent empirical results in various practical problems even on graphs
containing cycles such as feed-forward and feed-back loops (40, 41, 42).

2.2 Network learning algorithms in NEMs

NEMs score networks by their posterior probabilities given data. So far it was assumed
that in principle all possible network topologies could be enumerated completely and
then scored individually (43). However, the exhaustive search limits the method to
small networks of up to 5 S-genes. For five S-genes, there are already more than
1,000,000 possible networks topologies exist. For ten S-genes, more than 1027 For
larger network, search heuristics are used to explore model space.

The Bayesian scoring scheme presented in (34) does not distinguish between two
network hypotheses, if they only differ in transitive edges. This issue is known as
likelihood equivalence and reflects the fact that subset relationships, which are rep-
resented by a NEMs, are transitive in principle. However, a restriction to the limited
class of transitively closed graph networks does not solve the problem of many pos-
sible networks for larger number of S-gene (43). As an alternative, one could make
use of MAP inference presented in (35), which allows to distinguish between graphs
that differ only in transitive edges. However, this line of investigation has not been
reported to date. Instead, several approaches have been proposed by Frölich et al.
(33, 34, 35, 38), which are all restricted to estimating just one high-scoring network.

2.2.1 Pairwise and triple search

The idea of pairwise and triple search is to concentrate on small sub-models involving
only pairs, triples of nodes (34). In the pairwise approach, We infer pairwise relations
by choosing between four models for each gene pair (S1, S2): either S1 → S2 (effects
of S1 are a superset of the effects of S2), or S1 ← S2 (effects of S1 are a subset of the
effects of S2), or S1 ↔ S2 (the effects of S1 and S2 are undistinguishable) or S1· ·S2

(S1 and S2 are unrelated). For every pair (S1, S2), we compute the Bayesian score
detailed is section 2.1 and select the maximum aposteriori (MAP) model MS1,S2 ∈
{S1 → S2, S1 ←− S2, S1 ↔ S2, S1· ·S2}. The advantage of this approach is the
increase in speed and the possibility to infer networks involving a very large number
of nodes. However, pairwise learning treats all edges independently of each other.
This causes low accuracy of the reconstruction. To improve on this limitation the
triple search approach was introduced (34).
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2.3 Monte Carlo sampling combine with an EM algorithm for NEMs (MC
EMiNEM)

The division into subgraphs can also be into all triples of nodes. Triple search decom-
poses the complete network in all three combinations of S-genes. This is a natural
way to extend an inference method beyond the independence assumption between
edges. For each triple, the highest scoring models can then be found among all 29
possible transitive edge interactions between three S-genes. At the end, triple search
combines these models into one final graph with the help of model averaging and
thresholding. However, edgewise model averaging and thresholding is not guaranteed
to yield a transitively closed graph. An approximate transitive network among the
S-genes can be computed by using transitive approximations of directed graphs(44)

2.2.2 Greedy hillclimbing search

Greedy hillclimbing search is an iterative algorithm that starts with an arbitrary solu-
tion to a problem, then attempts to find a better solution by incrementally changing
a single element of the solution (45). In the context of NEMs, greedy hillclimbing
search (33, 35) starts with an initial network (which in most cases will be the graph
with no edges) and then successively adds those edges, which increases the likelihood
of the data the most. If no improving edge exists, the algorithm terminates. Using
greedy hillclimbing search does not guarantee finding a global maximum. This way a
local maximum of the likelihood function in network space can be reached.

2.2.3 Module networks

A divide-and-conquer approach is module networks which were first described in
Frölich et al. (2007) (33) and slightly modified in Frölich et al. (2008) (46). It
begins with a hierarchical clustering of the preprocessed expression profiles of all S-
genes. The idea behind this approach is that S-genes with a similar E-gene response
profile should be close in the signaling pathway. After clustering, we then move down
the cluster tree hierarchy until we find a cluster with only four signals at most. Fig-
ure 2.6 illustrates the idea with an assumed network of 10 signals. The exhaustive
search approach is then applied independently on these submodules and the optimal
subnetworks are reconnected using pairwise node testing as well as transitive closure
until the topology for the total network is completed.

2.3 Monte Carlo sampling combine with an EM al-

gorithm for NEMs (MC EMiNEM)

In the context of NEM following the presentation in (35), the main objective is the re-
construction of the signal graph Φ. Several approaches try to maximize the (marginal)
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Figure 2.6: Basic idea of module networks - by successively moving down the

cluster hierarchy, we identify the clusters (modules) of signals, which are marked in

red. They contain four signals at most and can be estimated by exhaustively searching

for the highest scoring model. This figure is reproduced from (33).

structure posterior P (Φ|D) by integrating out the effect graph Θ describing the as-
signment of the effect nodes to the signal nodes (43). This marginalization however
is a time consuming step that increases the complexity of the respective algorithms
by at least a factor of the number of effect nodes (E-genes), making the analysis of
larger effects sets slow or even impossible. In order to avoid this drawback, Nieder-
berger et al. (47) introduce MC EMiNEM for learning NEM. First, they develop an
efficient Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm for the optimization of the NEM
structure posterior (EMiNEM) This enables very fast detection of local maxima of
the posterior probability function, even for large expression data sets. Second, they
combine EMiNEM with mode-hopping Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MC EMiNEM)
for an efficient optimization of the structure posterior.

An EM algorithm for NEMs Similar to the presentation in (35), here we want

to find the maximum a posterior estimate Φ̂ for the signals graph,

Φ̂ = argmaxP (Φ|D) = argmax
∑

Θ

P (Φ,Θ|D) (2.18)

This is the classical situation in which Expectation-Maximization is applicable (16).

Given some guess Φt for Φ̂, the EM algorithm describes how to find an improved
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guess Φt+1 so that the sequence (P (Φt|D))t=1,2,... is monotonically increasing, and
converges to a local maximum of P (Φ|D).

The expectation (E-)step of the EM algorithm involves calculating the expected log-
posterior with respect to the distribution of Θ, given the current guess Φt:

Q(Φ, Φ̂) = EP (Θ|D,Φt)[logP (Φ,Θ|D)] (2.19)

The maximization (M-)step of the EM algorithm then consists of finding the max-

imizer Φt+1 = argmaxΦQ(Φ, Φ̂). This is usually a much easier task than solving
Equation 2.18 directly (47).

Monte Carlo sampling of the signal posterior’s local maxima As previously
mentioned in chapter 1, the EM algorithm is guaranteed to find a local maximum.
However, the outcome of the EM algorithm may therefore strongly depend on its ini-
tialization, and it may be far from the global optimum. In order to deal with this prob-
lem, the classical Metropolis-Hastings MCMC sampling step added to EMiNEM to
introduce MC EMiNEM. In this step, consecutive parameter samples ...,Φn,Φn+1, ...
are drawn from the distribution P (Φ|D). Given Φn, a random process generates a

new proposal Φ̂. The Hastings ratio, a quantity that involves Φn and Φ̂, then deter-
mines the probability of acceptance Φn+1 = Φ̂ or rejection Φn+1 = Φn of the new
proposal.

The MC EMiNEM algorithm instead applies an EM step to each new proposal Φ̂,
which maps it to the nearest local maximum Φ̂

′
. The acceptance/rejection step is

then modified by plugging Φ̂n and Φ̂
′

into the Hastings ratio, instead of Φn and
Φ̂. Niederberger et al. (47) show that the series of local maxima ..., Φ̂n, Φ̂n+1, ...
associated to the underlying Markov chain ...,Φn,Φn+1, ... is approximately drawn
from P (Φ̂|D), where Φ̂ ranges exclusively over the space of local maxima.

2.4 Dynamic Nested Effects Models

NEMs infer the graph of upstream/downstream relations for a set of signaling genes
from perturbation effects. Since non-transcriptional signaling is too fast to be an-
alyzed by delays of downstream effects, time series are not used. NEMs monitor
static perturbation effects. Specifically, a perturbation signal is supposed to prop-
agate deterministically through the whole S-gene graph. Cycles in the graph imply
that perturbation effects are indistinguishable. As a matter of principle, it is impos-
sible to detect feedback loops in the graph. Thus, it is highly desirable to have time
series measurements of perturbation effects, which help resolve biological feedback
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loops and distinguish direct from indirect effects. This motivates the need of dynamic
NEMs when analyzing slow-going biological processes like cell differentiation.

2.4.1 Dynamic Nested Effects Models (DNEM)

In Anchang et al. (48) we develop a new Bayesian method known as the Dynamic
Nested Effects models (DNEMs). This approach is an extension to NEMs to infer
the dynamics of a given network which is an important limitation in NEMs.

Figure 2.7 illustrates the idea of DNEM in an elementary example. The graph on the
left of the tables is a transitively closed graph on 3 Signaling genes (S1, S2, S3). The
tables give the time series binary data of effects for all target genes (E1, E2, E3) after
intervention on all signaling genes. In each table, 1 indicate that a signal has reach
the E-gene by time tj, while 0 indicates that the expression of this gene has not yet
changed. Looking at the last time point t5 one sees the accumulation of effects for
all target genes forming a nested structure of effects which is in conformity with the
hierarchy of the graph topology. Signals starting in S1 reach E2 one time unit after
they have arrived at E1 suggesting that signal propagation from S1 to S2 takes one
unit of time. The same argument using the data from perturbation of S2 suggests
that it takes two time units to propagate from S2 to S3. Consequently, going from
S1 to S3 via S2 takes 3 time units. However, the time delay from perturbation of
S1 to observing effects in E3 is only 1 time unit (marked in blue). This suggests the
existence of a direct signal flow from S1 to S3. Evidence comes from the two blue
ones. In case they were zeros, the time delay between S1 and S3 would have been the
sum of times spent when going via S2. In this case, there would be no evidence for a
shortcut pathway and we would decide on the more parsimonious graph. Furthermore,
the existence of a direct path combining with that of the indirect path gives evidence
of the presence of a Feed-Forward Loop. Thus we can use estimated time delays to
demonstrate the existence of FFLs. A real world analysis is more difficult than the
toy example. Signal propagation is a stochastic process, measurements are prone to
noise, and we do not know which E-genes are controlled by which S-genes. These
sources of uncertainty are addressed by DNEMs.

DNEM assume exponentially distributed time delays for individual signal propagation
steps. The rate constants of the exponential distributions differ from case to case and
are the main parameters of the model. All edges of a transitively closed network are
associated with an individual rate constant, whose posterior distribution is inferred
using Gibbs sampling. The input of a DNEM consists of (a) a set of microarray
time series that measure the response of cells to molecular perturbations, and (b) a
transitively closed directed acyclic graph on vertex set S representing a hypothetical
hierarchical structure of upstream/downstream relations. This graph can be derived
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Figure 2.7: Idea of DNEMs in an elementary example - Shown is the hierarchical

structure of a network and discrete time series data for three E-genes. A one indicates

that a signal has reached the E-gene, while a zero indicates that the expression of this

gene has not yet changed. Note, that the graph topology is consistent with the nested

structure of ones in the final time point t5, shown in red.

from any of the methods outlined in chapter 2 or from literature. The output consists
of (a) the joint posterior distribution of rate constants describing the dynamics of
signal propagation, and (b) a not necessarily transitive subgraph of the input graph
that describes signal flow rather than upstream/downstream relation.

Model parameters for DNEM Let D(i, k, l, s) denote the expression measure-
ment of Ek in time point ts of the l’th replication of a time series recorded after
perturbation of Si. We assume that the time spent for propagating a signal from
node Si to node Sj is exponentially distributed with a rate constant kij.

Recall that we do not observe the time spent for signal propagation between S-genes
directly. Instead, we observe the time delay between a perturbation of an S-gene and
the occurrence of downstream effects in E-genes. Following Markowetz et al. (49)
we introduce parameters Θ = (θ1, . . . , θN) to link E- to S-genes. If θk = i, then Ek
is linked to Si. Moreover, we assume that every E-gene is linked to a single S-gene.
The set of E-genes attached to the same S-gene is a regulatory module under the
common regulatory control of the S-gene. The module of E-genes attached to Si is
denoted by Ei. Finally, we introduce additional rate constants kiE that represent the
time delay between activation of Si and regulation of its target module Ei. A single
common rate is used for all E-genes in the module.

We denote the complete set of rate constants including rates between S-genes and
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rates between S- and E-genes by K. A priori, we do not know which E-genes fall into
which modules. The joint posterior distribution of Θ and K will be inferred from
the data. While the θk are discrete parameters by nature, rate constants are usually
modeled as continuous parameters. However, for the sake of computational efficiency,
we confine the rates to a discrete set of values denoted by (κ0, . . . κT ). If the data
includes time points (t1, . . . , tT ), we choose (κ0, 1/t1, . . . , 1/tT ), where κ0 is set to
a high value (i.e. 1,000) that represents the very fast signal transduction through
post translational protein modification like phosphorylation. Overall, we have a set
of discrete parameters only (K,Θ).

Prior distributions for model parameters Assuming independent prior distri-
butions for K and Θ, Bayes’s theorem yields

P (Θ, K|D) =
P (D|K,Θ)P (K)P (Θ)

P (D).

The prior distribution P (Θ) can be chosen to incorporate prior knowledge on the inter-
actions of S- with E-genes. The prior provides an interface, through which the model
can be linked to different biological data types in integrative modeling approaches.

The prior distribution P (K) yields an interface for incorporating biological knowledge.
If one knows that S1 and S2 fall into the same molecular signaling pathway, one can
set P (k12 = κ0) to one, because signaling will operate on a high rate.

Marginal likelihood If we consider a fixed linear path g in Φ, which connects
the S-gene Si with the E-gene Ek:

Si
k1−→ Sj1 · · ·

kq−1−−→ Sjq−1

kq−→ Ek,

where for simplicity of notation we reduce the double indices to single indices and
write k1, k2, . . . , kq to denote the rate constants. We are interested in the time needed
for propagating a signal from Si down the path to Ek. More precisely, we want to
calculate the probability, that the signal has reached Ek before some fixed time point
t∗. If Zg is the sum of q independent, and exponentially distributed random variables
with rate constants k1, . . . , kq, then this probability equals P (Zg < t∗). The density
function of Zg is given by the convolution of independent exponential distributions

Ψ(t)g =

∫ ∞
0

· · ·
∫ ∞

0

δ

(
t−

q∑
u=1

τu

)
q∏

u=1

ψu(τu) dτ1 . . . dτq,

where ψu(τ) = ku exp(−kuτ) is the density of an exponential with rate ku. Laplace-
transformation yields a closed form for the cumulative distribution function of Zg
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2.4 Dynamic Nested Effects Models

Fg(t) =

q∑
b=1

∏
a6=b

{
ka

ka − kb

}
[1− exp(−tkb)] . (2.20)

See (48) for a proof. Note that the right hand side is not defined if two or more of
the ku are identical. However, as right and left limits exist and are identical, we can
evaluate the probability by adding tiny distinct jitter values to the ku.

In the general case a signal can be propagated from Si to Ek via multiple alternative
paths. In this case the fastest path determines the time delay for downstream effects
to be seen. We enumerate all linear paths connecting Si to Ek. For each path
we construct a random variable Zu as described above. The approximation of the
probability that the signal has arrived at Ek before time t∗ via at least one of the
paths is given by

PSi→Ek
(t∗) = 1−

∏
u

(1− Fu(t∗)) (2.21)

In the general case, paths share edges, which lead to dependencies of signal propaga-
tion times. Nevertheless, simulations show that Equations (2.21) is a good approx-
imation of the distribution of time delays, except maybe in some very unfortunate
topological constellations. It is an approximation based on the assumption that the
interactions among merging pathways can be neglected similar to the mean-field ap-
proximation from many body theories in statistical physics.

Equations (2.20) and (2.21) describe the stochastic nature of signal propagation in
the cell. Before calculating the likelihood, we need to consider a second source of
stochasticity, namely measurement error. Following Markowetz et al. (49), we denote
the probabilities for false positive and false negative signals by α and β respectively.
Assuming conditional independence, the likelihood factorizes into

P (D|K,Θ) =
∏
D=1

PSi→Ek
(ts)(1− β) + (1− PSi→Ek

(ts))α

×
∏
D=0

PSi→Ek
(ts)β + (1− PSi→Ek

(ts))(1− α),

where the first product is over all data points, for which we observe a downstream
effect, and the second product over those for which we do not.

Gibbs sampling With N E-genes, n S-genes and L edges in the input graph, the
model comprises N+n+L discrete parameters. For simplicity of notation, we reduce
the double indices of rate constants to single indices such that the joint posterior is
written

P (k1, . . . , kL+n, θ1, . . . θN |D).
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2. NESTED EFFECTS MODELS

We initialize the parameters with random values from their domains. Then we itera-
tively cycle through all rate constants updating them by sampling from the conditional
posterior distributions

p(ki|K− {ki},Θ, D).

With only discrete parameters, updating is straight forward: We calculate all values

p(ki = κj) p(D|K− ki,Θ, ki = κj),

normalize them to sum up to one, and draw a new value for ki from this distribution.
The iteration is completed by similarly updating all θk. We sample 10,000 times
from the joint posterior distribution of parameters, discard the first 1,000 draws as
burn in time, and summarize the remaining ones for inference of signal propagation.
Choosing suitable values for the tuning parameters α and β protects the conditional
posterior distributions from singularity, and ensures good mixing properties of the
Gibbs sampler.

Inference of signal flow Under the natural assumption that perturbation effects
propagate down the signaling network to all descendants of a perturbed gene, the
nested structure of downstream effects resolves the network only up to its transitivity
class. Network topologies with identical transitive closures produce the same nesting
of downstream effects and, hence, can not be distinguished. Temporal data hold
the potential of further resolving these transitivity classes. DNEM starts from a
transitively closed network. Posterior distributions are calculated across a discrete
set of rate constants including a very small rate constant κT+1. As explained above,
kij=κT+1 reflects a network constellation, in which no signal is flowing through the
edge from Si to Sj. Note that if a rate constant is set to κT+1, the corresponding
edge is not contributing to the likelihood according to Equation 2.21. The edge is
effectively excluded from the model. Hence, in addition to estimating average time
delays the Gibbs sampling procedure facilitates network refinement. If the posterior
probability of the edge from Si to Sj is P [kij=κT+1|D] > p∗, p∗ > 0.5, we exclude
the edge from the network. Of course the choice of p∗ is subjective.

2.4.2 Fast Dynamic Nested Effects Models

A practical drawback of the DNEM is the long running times that Gibbs sampling
needs to infer dynamics of very large networks. Frölich et al. (50) introduce a Fast
Dynamic Nested Effects Models (FDNEMs) which circumvents the time consum-
ing Gibbs sampling step for inference of signal propagation rates on the edges of a
network(50). Moreover, this computationally attractive approach infers signaling cas-
cades from high-dimensional perturbation time series measurements, hence allowing
to discriminate direct from indirect perturbation effects and to resolve feedback loops.
This approach directly extends the NEMs framework introduced by Markowetz et al.
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2.4 Dynamic Nested Effects Models

(51) from the static to the dynamic case by unrolling the network structure over time.

This approach does not aim to infer the rates of signaling. It only estimates the time

lag between a perturbation and an observed downstream effect, there by providing

the possibility to unroll the signal flow in the upstream signaling cascade over time. It

uses a greedy hill climbing strategy in combination with a non-parametric bootstrap

to assess confidences of inferred edges. The formulation of this dynamic model is just

an extension of NEMs to handle cycles.

Model parameters for FDNEMs Similar to the DNEMs, let D(i, k, l, s) denote

the expression measurement of Ek in time point ts of the l’th replication of a time

series recorded after perturbation of Si. ts is replaced with t corresponding to the index

of time point in a discrete time series, not the time point itself. These measurements

could be p-values, counts or any other kind of statistics quantifying the effect of

a knock-down for E-gene Ek under perturbation of S-gene Si at time t. Suppose

the true underlying pathway is given by Figure 2.8A. The signal flow is unrolled in

this network over time (Figure 2.8B) in the following way: The node set E(t) = {
E(t), E ∈ E}, S(t) = { S(t), S ∈ S} of the dynamic network consists of a copy of the

static network nodes, one for each time point t = 1, ..., T . An E-gene E(t) is linked

to S(t) whenever E is linked to S in the static situation, i.e, it is determined by the

same matrix Θ = |S| × |E| as in the static case following (35). The actual unrolling

takes place in the wiring of the S-genes. Informally, the static adjacency matrix Φ

is converted to a |S| × |S| weighted adjacency matrix Ψ = (ψij), where 0 means

no edge and a value ψij > 0 implies an influence of node i on E-genes downstream

of node j delayed by ψij time steps. Specifically, T ≥ ψij ≥ Φij for i, j ∈ S . A

non-zero entry ψij implies that there are edges Si(t)→ Sj(t+ψij), t = 1, ..., T −ψij
. Furthermore, the convention ψii = 1 is made. A positive time lag between nodes i

and j in the model describes the number of time steps, after which a knock-down of

node i results in an observed effect downstream of node j. This implies there are no

assumptions made about the physical time it takes a signal at node j to produce a

downstream effect at an E-gene. In contrast to classical Dynamic Bayesian Networks

(52), an edge in the model may not connect consecutive time layers, but it may skip a

certain amount of time steps (as it is the case for the entry ψS2S3 = 2 in Figure 2.8B,

which implies the edge S2(1)→ S3(3). In other words, the model does not rely on a

first order Markov assumption. In this way the unknown and variable time delays in

perturbation responses are modelled due to the upstream signaling. In the following

I refer to the model as FDNEM.

Marginal likelihood Considering the same parameterization like in static NEMs

given in section 2.1, and assuming independence of time point measurements, the
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2. NESTED EFFECTS MODELS

Figure 2.8: Standard NEM with 3 nodes - A static NEM is parameterized by a

directed graph between S-genes encoded by Φ, together with a directed graph attaching

each E-gene to an S-gene given by Θ. B Unrolling of the signal flow in the network

from A along time. This corresponds to the network topology and parameterization of

FDNEM.
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2.4 Dynamic Nested Effects Models

marginal likelihood Equation 2.5 is extended to include time as :

p(D|Ψ,Θ) =
∏
i∈E

∑
s∈S

∏
l∈L

T∏
t=1

p(Dil(t)|Ψ,Θis = 1)P (Θis = 1) (2.22)

To compute p(Dil(t)|Ψ,Θis = 1) according to the proposed unrolling of the signal
flow, a time dependent Boolean perturbation state for each S-gene s is introduced,
which encodes an active state when perturbed as 0 and 1 when unperturbed. A
knock-down of s corresponds to a switch 1 → 0. Since the perturbation state of s
at a particular time step t is not observable, we identify it with the value [s(t)] of
a random variable s(t). Let pa(s)(t) denote the set of parents nodes of s at time t
(i.e. the set {p|0 < ψps < t}; which can be empty, if appropriate). Then, according
to the unrolling of the signal flow over time, we write:

p(Dil(t)|Ψ,Θis = 1) =
∑

[s(t)]∈0,1

p(Dikl(t)|s(t) = [s(t)],Θis = 1)

× P (s(t) = [s(t)]|pa(s)(t)) (2.23)

In the absence of more precise information we define:

P (s(t) = 0|pa(s)(t) = [r]) =

{
1 ∃p ∈ pa(s)(t) : [p] = 1
0 otherwise

P (s(t) = 1|pa(s)(t) = [r]) = 1− P (s(t) = 0|pa(s)(t) = [r]) (2.24)

The above definition can be interpreted as s is perturbed at time t, if any of its
parents (including s itself) are perturbed. Assuming independence of observations
the marginal likelihood p(Dikl(t)|s(t) = [s(t)],Θis = 1) can be calculated using the
methods of static NEMs.

Using Priors for network structures and time delays In the last chapter a
weighted adjacency matrix Ψ is introduced as a summary representation of a given
network structure and time delays between S-genes and E-genes. Learning the struc-
ture of Φ is equivalent to learning the matrix Ψ based on the likelihood given in
Equation 2.23. While scoring a given network, we assume observing an effect after
longer time delays is less likely than smaller time delays. Moreover redundant edges
are left out of the model since they do not change the likelihood of the model. These
considerations are taken into account during the specification of P (Ψ). Following
Floerich et al.(2007) (33), prior probabilities for each edge are specified as follows :

p(Ψ|ν) =
∏
i,j

1

2ν
exp
−|ψij − ψ̂ij|

ν
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2. NESTED EFFECTS MODELS

where ν > 0 is an adjustable scaling parameter. The parameter ν can be chosen
according to the BIC criterion(53):

BIC = −2 log p(D|Φ) + log(|E|)
∑
i,j

1|ψij − ψ̂ij| > 0

where
∑

i,j 1|ψij − ψ̂ij| > 0 is an estimate of the number of parameters in the model.
Usually we favor sparse network structures.

Network Learning for FDNEMs Learning the network structure Φ that fits
the data best is equivalent to finding an optimal weighted adjacency matrix Ψ where
the entries of Ψij can take discrete values 0, ..., T . The greedy hill climbing strat-
egy(section 2.3.3) is used . By this approach three search operators are used: edge
weight increase (Ψij 7→ Ψij +1, if Ψij < T ), edge weight decrease (Ψij 7→ Ψij−1, if
Ψij > 0), edge reversal (exchange of Ψij and Ψji). At each step we apply all possible
operators and accept the solution that increases the posterior likelihood most. This
requires O(|S|2) likelihood evaluations per search step, where each likelihood compu-
tation according to Equation 2.23 has a time complexity of O(T |E||S|2) on its own.
Hence each search step requires O(T |E||S|4) time. This is much faster than using
the Gibbs sampling approach.

To further assess the confidence of the inferred network hypothesis on real exper-
imental data, non-parametric bootstrapping (1000 times) is used. Thus, from the
whole set E of available downstream effects bootstrap samples E

′ ⊂ E of size |E| are
randomly drawn with replacement. On each bootstrap sample a network hypothe-
sis using greedy hill climbing is estimated. This allows the estimation of confidence
intervals for each Ψij.

2.5 A road map to network reconstruction using

Nested effects models

Figure 2.9 organizes all the NEMs methods with respect to the following basic ques-
tions: Does the data include gene knockin or knockdown experiments or both? Does
each experiment type involve single or multiple knockdown observations? If the for-
mer is true, does the data consist of the complete knowledge from the entire real
network under study or it has only a partial view of the real network? Does the model
allow for changes over time? Furthermore, does the dynamic and static NEMs include
a discrete or continuous model? Some branches in the tree are missing corresponding
to areas where methodology has not yet been established. The reason is not that it
would be impossible to follow, but simply that we found no approach doing it. The
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main contribution of this dissertation are network reconstruction for very incomplete
data. They can be found in left-most branch of the tree in Figure 2.9 (red box). They
are static probabilistic models for interventional data from incomplete data. The pro-
posed approach in the next chapters partially reconstructs the upstream/downstream
relations of non-transcriptional signaling networks from interventional data.

Figure 2.9: A guide to the literature on NEMs - The methods discussed in this

chapter all fall into the right branch of node denoted as “Complete data“ correspond-

ing to methodology for single knockdown data. The next two chapters will deal with

learning the static of a network from incomplete data, improve on accuracy of network

reconstruction and making non-confoundable inferences on networks. The main contri-

bution of this dissertation is modeling partially reconstruction of upstream/downstream

relations of non-transcriptional signaling networks from interventional data.
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3

Complications arising from hidden

variables in Nested Effects Models

The previous chapter reviewed Nested Effects Models and their implementations. This
chapter starts by demonstrating the importance of considering hidden variables for
network reconstruction. The existence of such variables cause several complications
for network reconstruction, especially in the case of interventional studies (section
3.1). I discuss complications that arise by considering these variables in the context of
Nested Effects Models. I then investigate the possible influences of hidden variables
on the data patterns generated from perturbation experiments (section 3.2). This
gives a motivation to introduce a non-confoundable network analysis (section 3.3).

3.1 Network reconstruction and hidden confound-

ing variables

One of the most basic statistical topics is the study of relationships between variables.
Two variables may appear to be related in a certain way, but when a third, variable is
taken into account, the apparent relation between these two variables might disappear
or even reverse.This third variable is known as a confounding variable. In statistics, a
hidden confounding variable is an extraneous variable in a statistical model that cor-
relates positively or negatively with unknown variables (54). Such a relation between
two observed variables is termed a spurious relationship. The hidden confounding
variables are not directly observed but are rather inferred from other variables that
are observed.

The hidden confounding variables are a set of hidden nodes in the context of a formal
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statistical network reconstruction, like Bayesian networks (55), gaussian graphical
networks (56), boolean networks (57), or nested effects models (58).

Ground Truth Network (GTN) The hidden nodes together with the observed
nodes form a directed large network. The edges of the network encode causal relations.
This means that if there is a directed edge from A to B, then perturbing A leads to
changes in B. We call this large network the ground truth network (GTN).

Current State of the Art Network (CSAN) In practice the GTN is almost
always unknown. Observed and modeled is only a subset of the GTN nodes resulting
in a ”Current State of the Art Network”. This network only connects observed nodes.
Importantly, in the GTN the hidden nodes can affect the observed nodes. A CSAN
is reconstructed correctly if it is identical to the sub-network formed by the observed
nodes in the GTN.

Hidden variables simplify structure One might naively think that if a variable
is never observed, we can simply ignore its existence. At a certain level, this intuition
is correct. We can construct a network over the observable variables. It captures the
statistical dependencies among the observed variables (20). However, this approach is
weak from a variety of perspectives: consider, for example, the network in Figure 3.1A.
Assume that the data are generated from such a GTN, but that the node H is
hidden. Artificial silencing data were generated for the extended networks as described
previously (58). We generate data for GTN that include both observed and unobserved
nodes. We then use NEM to reconstruct the sub-network (CSAN) of observed nodes
only from data of the observed nodes. Figure 3.1B shows the reconstructed graph.
From a pure representation perspective, this network is clearly less useful and contains
incorrect edges. Hence, as a representation of the underlying process it is incorrect.

3.1.1 When hidden variables are known to exist

The problem of hidden nodes in network analysis has long been recognized, e.g. in
causal inference theory (15). When a hidden variable is known to exist, we can
introduce it into the network and apply known Bayesian network learning algorithms.
If the network structure is known, algorithms such as EM (16, 17) or gradient ascent
(18) can learn parameters. If the structure is not known, the structural EM algorithm
can be used (59) to account for some missing observations. Moreover, the concept
of structural signatures facilitates the detection and approximate location of a hidden
variable in a network (60).

Latent variable approaches can not be applied for many hidden variables
Latent variable approaches are only practical if the number of hidden nodes is small,
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3.1 Network reconstruction and hidden confounding variables

Figure 3.1: Hidden variables simplify structure - A shows a Ground Truth Network

(GTN) that the node H is hidden. The hidden node mediates between its parents (S1,

S2 and S3) and its child (S4, S5 and S6). Artificial silencing data were generated for

the extended networks as described previously (58). B shows the reconstructed network

using NEMs from artificial silencing data. Compared to the GTN, the reconstructed

graph contains many incorrect edges.
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an assumption that is critical, since in many domains including molecular biology we
do not know how much we do not know.

The existence of many hidden variables might cause several complications for network
reconstruction. It is essential to understand and survey the influences of hidden
variables on network reconstruction before we make any further inferences. Here, we
investigate complications and difficulties that arise from hidden variables for network
reconstruction in the context of nested effect models (NEMs) (58). NEMs differ from
the more general network reconstruction methods in the way that they are learned
from interventional data. The next section summarizes the complications arising from
hidden nodes in the NEMs framework and shows that network reconstruction can be
awed in the presence of hidden variables.

3.2 Complications arising from hidden confounding

variables in the context of Nested Effect Mod-

els

Recalling chapter 2, NEMs learn upstream/downstream relations in non-transcriptional
signaling pathways from the nesting of transcriptional downstream effects when per-
turbing the signaling genes. In a nutshell: NEMs infer that a gene A operates upstream
of a gene B in a pathway if the downstream effects resulting from silencing gene B
are a noisy subset of those resulting from silencing gene A. Following (58) we call the
perturbed genes in the signaling pathway S-genes and the genes that show expression
changes in response to perturbation E-genes.

3.2.1 Data patterns in the language of Nested Effects Models

A NEM is a directed and possibly cyclic network that connects the S-genes repre-
senting the flow of information in the underlying signaling pathway. E-genes can be
linked to single S-genes forming leaf nodes of the network.

Silencing data patterns The underlying data consists of gene expression profiles
of gene silencing assays and corresponding controls. Typically, a pathway is stimulated
both in cells where it is intact (controls) and in cells where it is partially disrupted
by the silencing of one of its S-genes. If the silencing of an S-gene blocks the flow
of information from the pathway-initiating receptor to the E-gene, the E-gene no
longer changes expression in response to stimulation. In the language of nested
effect models the E-gene shows a silencing effect with respect to the S-gene and
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the crucial assumption is that E-genes must attach to, at most, one S-gene. In
each experiment, one S-gene is silenced by RNAi and silencing effects on thousands
of E-genes are measured. The expression data Dij are assumed to be discretized
to 0 and 1, with a 1 indicating that a silencing effect of Sj was observed on Ei.
Signal propagation within the pathways is assumed to be deterministic, hence the
silencing of Sj is expected to produce silencing effects in all E-genes downstream of
Sj. Consequently, every network topology is associated with an expected data pattern
across all silencing assays: the silencing scheme (58). If the network is acyclic, the
silencing scheme defines a partial order relation on the S-genes reflecting the expected
nesting of downstream effects. Noise comes into play at the level of observations.
NEMs allow for both false positive and false negative observations accounting for
them by fixed rates α and β in the likelihood. Hence, NEMs aim to detect a noisy
subset relation in the observations Dij and represent it as a directed network, where
the directed edges can be interpreted as upstream/downstream relations of genes in
the pathway.

3.2.2 Hidden nodes compromise NEM based network recon-

struction

For general Bayesian networks, it is well known that hidden nodes can confound the
reconstruction of networks (5, 61). Here we show that this problem still exists for the
more specialized NEM. We generated data for networks that include both observed
and unobserved nodes and reconstructed the sub-network of observed nodes: We
generated 100 random networks of 4 nodes and extended them by n = 0, 4, 8, 16
additional hidden nodes. Artificial silencing data was generated for the extended
networks as described previously (58). Only the data for the 4 observable nodes were
used to reconstruct 4 node networks. This was compared to the corresponding sub-
networks of the larger networks. The extended networks represent the ground truth
signaling pathway while the 4 node sub-networks represent the small window through
which we observe it.

For each silencing data set, we infer the NEM model MNEM by the triple approach
(58, 62). We then compute the positive predictive value of MNEM with respect to
Mtrue as the fraction of true positive edges out of all edges in MNEM :

positive predictive value (MNEM) =
TP

TP + FP
(3.1)

where TP are the true positive edges, and FP are the false positive edges. The
positive predictive value is 1 whenever all edges of MNEM are also part of Mtrue.
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Figure 3.2 shows positive predicted values of network reconstruction (y-axis) for differ-

ent noise levels (x-axis). The red line corresponds to network reconstruction without

hidden nodes, while the green, blue and purple lines refer to 4, 8 and 12 additional

hidden nodes respectively. We observe a marked decrease in network reconstruction

performance when hidden nodes confound the flow of information of the observed

nodes.

Figure 3.2: In simulations hidden nodes compromise network reconstruction -

Shown is the accuracy of standard NEM based network reconstructions if hidden nodes

are present. The x-axis shows the degree of noise used in the stimulations. The y-axis

shows the positive predictive value of reconstructed edges of the subnetwork of observed

nodes. The different lines correspond to different numbers of hidden confounders (red

0, green 4, blue 8, purple 12)

.
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3.2.3 The smallest possible network consists of a pair of S-

genes

The smallest possible network consists of a pair of S-genes. If we assume there is
no hidden node involved, the pair of S-genes (S1, S2) can stand in one of the four
relations:

S1 → S2, S1 ← S2, S1 ↔ S2, S1· ·S2

Figure3.3 shows the four possible relations of a pair of S-genes with a specific E-gene
for each. Depending on the E-gene attachment, a single E-gene can display one of the
following data patterns: (1,1), (1,0), (0,1) and (0,0) in response to the perturbations
of S1 (first position) and S2 (second position).

Figure 3.3: Silencing data patterns - Considering there are no hidden nodes, a pair

of S-genes can stand in four relations. This figure shows the four relations and the

corresponding silencing data patters for E-genes.
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Large networks In the context of Nested Effect Models following the presen-
tation of Markowetz et al. (51), we look at large networks through narrow windows
consist of pair or triple of S-genes for computational reason. This may cause a con-
founding problem for network reconstruction, although more S-genes are observed.
When analyzing a pair of nodes the other nodes are not taken into account. Like
hidden nodes they can confound our analysis and lead to incorrectly reconstructed
upstream/downstream relationships in the network being modeled.

Figure 3.4 shows a GTN consist of 12 S-genes. Assume the E-genes position are
known, one for each S-gene. Given the GTN, one can calculate the expected silenc-
ing data pattern after perturbation on S-genes. Consider, for example, the pair of
(S8, S11) in Figure 3.4A. We expect an effect on E8, E11 and E10 when perturbing
S8, while only E11 shows effect when perturbing of S11. In practice, our observations
will be noisy: there can be false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) observations.
Given the noisy silencing data patterns, one can look at the GTN through a small
window consisting of the pair (S8, S11) and infer their relation using NEM. However,
the S-genes outside the window are hidden in this inference. Their effect can con-
found inference. They can mislead NEM to reconstruct the relations S8· ·S11 instead
of S8 → S11 for this pair (Figure 3.4B). Similar consideration for a pair (S1, S2) in
Figure 3.4C shows how the E-genes downstream in the network can mislead NEM
to distinguish between directed relation S1 → S2 and the feedback loop S1 ↔ S2.
These examples show that our observations are misleading when analyzing a small
aspect independently of the entire network.

The uninformative E-genes Depending on the position of the pair of S-genes
in the large graphs, there are two kinds of hidden nodes that can create a problem.
The first type are located downstream of the pair under study. Since these hidden
nodes are common children of the perturbed S-genes, their target effects respond to
perturbation on upstream S-genes (Figure 3.4C). The corresponding E-genes attached
to this type of hidden nodes produces the data pattern (1,1). The second type of
hidden nodes are located upstream of the pair under study and their target effects
do not respond to perturbation on the downstream S-genes. The E-genes which
are attached to this type can only produce the uninformative pattern (0, 0); we
called them uninformative E-genes. Figure 3.4B shows that the reconstruction can
be confounded by large number of uninformative E-genes.

The (0,0) data pattern matters One might think, if the uninformative E-genes
have (0,0) patterns and bring no information, we can simply ignore their existence.
With this intuition, which is the case for binary NEMs (58), we remove all uninfor-
mative data patterns (0, 0) in order to remove confounding bias. We include only
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Figure 3.4: Small windows from entire network can be confounded by hidden

nodes - A shows a network consist of 12 S-genes and 12 E-genes. The E-genes

position are known, one for each S-gene. B shows the expected and observed silencing

data patterns while analyzing the relation between S8 and S11. We are expecting to

observe an effect on E8, E11 and E10 by perturbing on S8, while only E11 react to

the perturbation on S11. The effects for other S-genes do not show any response while

analyzing S8 and S11. Given the noisy silencing data patterns, one can look at the GTN

through a small window consist of the pair (S8, S11) and infer their relation using NEM.

The S-genes outside the window are hidden for this analysis and their effects do not

show any response to perturbation on S8 and S11. This inference can be confounded

by hidden nodes, in order to reconstruct the relations S8· ·S11 instead of S8 → S11

for this pair. C shows similar consideration for a pair S1 and S2. Here, the E-genes

in downstream of the network can mislead NEM to distinguish between S1 → S2 and

S1 ↔ S2.
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informative E-genes which have at least one 1 in their patterns. However, this ap-

proach is weak: consider, for example, the GTN in Figure 3.5 consisting of 4 S-genes

A,B,C,D and 12 E-genes. We can formulate a prediction of what effects to expect

after perturbation on a pair (B,C): E7-E12 react to the the perturbation of B, while

perturbing C only cause reaction of E10-E12 (bottom left Figure 3.5). The noisy

observations include false positive (FP ) and false negative (FN) yield four unin-

formative E-genes E3,E4,E6 and E8 (bottom left Figure 3.5). Comparison between

the expected data pattern and observations reveals that there are two types of (0,0)

E-genes: the ones produced by noise from informative E-genes (E8), and the ones

which are assign to the hidden S-genes (E3,E4 and E6). The latter have nothing to

do with the pair under study, but the former are informative and can not be excluded.

By excluding all (0,0) E-genes, we miss some of the informative E-genes.

Figure 3.5: Archetypical uninformative E-genes - The top part of the figure shows

a GTN consisting of 4 S-genes A,B,C,D and assignments of S-genes to specific E-

genes (the dashed arrows). When analyzing a narrow window including B and C,

other S-genes are hidden. Given GTN, we can formulate a prediction of what effects to

expect after perturbing inside the window: perturbing B should cause E7-E12 effects,

while perturbing C should only cause E10-E12 (bottom left plot). Comparison between

the expected data pattern and observations shows two different types of uninformative

E-genes: the ones produced by noise from one of the informative E-genes (E8), and

the ones which are assign to the hidden S-genes (E3,E4 and E6).
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3.3 Motivation for non-confoundable network analysis

3.3 Motivation for non-confoundable network anal-

ysis

So far we have summarized the difficulties that hidden nodes introduce in network
reconstruction. NEMs can easily become trapped and reconstruct incorrect networks
when there are many hidden nodes involved in the networks. This raises the questions:
How can one remove the effect of hidden nodes for the network reconstruction? In
other words, what kind of inference can be made that is non-confoundable by hidden
nodes? These questions can be address by introducing a new class of graphs that can
explain observed silencing data patterns accounting for the hidden nodes. In the next
chapter, we investigate different silencing data patterns in order to find confoundable
and non-confoundable network features. We go further and introduce a new set of
upstream/downstream relations for a pair of nodes that can take account for hidden
nodes. We then introduce the concept of non-confoundable networks analysis.
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4

Partial Nested Effects Models

The previous chapter dealt with the complications arising from hidden nodes for net-
work reconstruction in the context of Nested Effects Models. In this chapter, I investi-
gate what is arguably the most straightforward approach for considering the existence
of hidden variables in this context. The main contributions are outlined in section
4.2 by extending the models for a pair of nodes that can explain all possible silencing
patterns of intervention effects when the hidden players are known to exist. This
approach is an extension of NEMs introduced in chapter 2 to infer non-confoundable
upstream/downstream relations of non-transcriptional signaling networks from inter-
ventional data; an important limitation in NEMs. I introduce a simple edge-by-edge
partial network reconstruction algorithm called Non Confoundable Network Analysis
(No-CONAN) to derive non confoundable network properties. I then define a data
structure that encodes the partially resolved networks called partial Nested Effects
Models (pNEM) (section 4.3). Finally, I demonstrate its power in the controlled
setting of simulation studies (section 4.4).

4.1 The Unknown-Unknowns of molecular biology

In February 2002, Donald Rumsfeld, the then US Secretary of Defense, stated at a
Defense Department briefing: “There are known knowns. There are things we know
that we know. There are known unknowns. That is to say, there are things that we
now know we dont know. But there are also unknown unknowns. There are things
we do not know we dont know” (63). The concept of unknown unknowns is eminent
in many fields of research. Much scientific research is based on investigating known
unknowns. In other words, scientists develop a hypothesis to be tested, and then, in
an ideal situation, experiments are best designed to test the null hypothesis. At the
outset the researcher does not know whether or not the results will support the null
hypothesis. However, it is common for the researcher to believe that the result that
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will be obtained will be within a range of known possibilities. Occasionally, however,
the completely unexpected result is an unknown unknown.

The concept of unknown unknowns in molecular biology In the context
of biological networks, known knowns make up our literature knowledge on physical
and functional interactions of signaling molecules. Known unknowns might be what
our current research projects are about, but unknown unknowns are those cellular
mechanisms that we do not even anticipate today. They can be best appreciated
from a historical perspective: Today, the role of many micro RNAs and epigenetic
modifications of chromatin structure are known known mechanisms in many pathways.
In other instances they are still in the realm of known unknowns. But going back
15 years in history they were unknown unknowns. Models of signaling pathways did
not include them and the vast majority of molecular biologists did not anticipate the
important role they would play.

When unknown unknowns become known Once unknown unknowns become
known, two different scenarios can occur: (i) The new observations can add to our
understanding of a network; or (ii) they can fundamentally change our perspective
on the networks. In scenario (i) the network acquires more nodes and edges but the
already existing parts of the network do not change. In scenario (ii), we learn that our
old working hypothesis of the network was confounded by the mechanisms we were
not aware of. The hidden effects of unknown unknown players made the interplay
of the known players appear different from what they really are. This might severely
bias both the computational and manual reconstruction of underlying networks. Their
effects might be mixed up with the effect of known players. Also, separating these
effects is difficult and may result in confounding, which is a major source of bias (15).
This raises a new question what of our current understanding of biological networks
can be condfounded by hidden mechanisms and what cannot.

4.1.1 What of our current understanding can be confounded

by Unknown-Unknowns?

We believe this question can only be addressed meaningfully in the context of a
formal statistical network reconstruction framework, such as Bayesian networks (55),
Gaussian graphical networks (56), Boolean networks (57), or NEMs (58). In these
frameworks, unknown unknowns are a set of hidden nodes. Recalling last chapter,
the hidden nodes together with the observed nodes form the Ground Truth Network
(GTN). However, in practice, observed and modeled nodes are only a subset of the
GTN nodes, resulting in a Current State of the Art Network (CSAN).
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4.1 The Unknown-Unknowns of molecular biology

Formal statistical biological network reconstruction frameworks attempt to identify
networks over the known genes without assuming any unknown genes rather than
considering the existence of unknown unknown genes. Therefore, they require CSAN
to be as big as possible over the GTN. In the context of a nested effect model-based
network reconstruction, we showed in the last chapter that in the presence of unknown
unknown players, a reliable reconstruction of the full network is not feasible. In
practice, unknown unknown genes interact with several of the known genes; therefore
their effects might be mixed up with the effect of the known ones and cause incorrect
networks to be identified from the given data. Since the reconstruction is not possible
and can be confounded by unknown unknown players, one might wonder whether
there is alternative way of analyzing the networks in a non-confoundable way. Here
we ask the question: Which features of a network can be confounded by incomplete
observations and which cannot?

Partial Ancestral Graphs (PAG) The reconstruction of a correct sub-network
from very incomplete observations may be too ambitious. Alternatively, one can strive
to derive features of a network that are correct, no matter what is going on outside the
observation window. Colombo et al. (61) introduced the concept of partial ancestral
graphs (PAG) extending work in (64). A PAG describes the common causal features
of all directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) in a Markov equivalence class. This equivalence
class comprises all DAGs that cannot be reliably distinguished if one accounts for
possible effects of hidden nodes. The PAG does not fully reconstruct a network.
Its information content lies in the network features it excludes, since this exclusion
is guaranteed not to be an artifact caused by hidden nodes. The inference is not
confoundable. (61) describes a computationally efficient algorithm that allows for the
asymptotically consistent estimation of sparse, high-dimensional PAGs. A charming
feature of the method is that it works exclusively using observational data.

PAGs cannot be applied to perturbation experiments Practical drawbacks
of PAGs are the limited biological interpretability of general Bayesian networks learned
from gene expression data and the inability to exploit functional information revealed
in cell perturbation experiments. In fact, no applications to molecular biology have
been reported to date.

Non-confoundable inference in the context of NEMs Here we follow the
concept of a partial but non-confoundable network reconstruction in the context of
nested effect models (NEM) (58). NEM differ from the more general networks of
Colombo et al. in two ways: (i) They are learned from interventional data; (ii) all
edges except for those involving leaf nodes encode deterministic information flow, e.g.
local transition probabilities are zero or one. NEMs assume that the cellular infor-
mation flow is deterministic, and stochasticity only comes in via noisy observations
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(36). These features make non-confoundable network inference simpler and allow
straightforward applications in systems biology.

In the next section we introduce a simple edge-by-edge partial network reconstruction
algorithm called Non-Confoundable Network Analysis (No-CONAN) to derive non-
confoundable network properties. Analogously to PAGs, we define a data structure
that encodes the partially resolved networks in section 4.3.

4.2 Non-Confoundable Network Analysis (No-CONAN)

It is our aim to model upstream/downstream relations in signaling pathways in their
totality. However, our approach will be to do this edge-by-edge: We analyze all pairs
of S-genes S1 and S2 separately using only the data from silencing S1 and S2. Since
our analysis will not be confoundable by genes outside of the observation window, it
will also not be affected by the remaining S-genes that we voluntarily do not take
into account.

For a pair of genes S1 and S2 we distinguish five possible upstream/downstream
relations summarized in Figure 4.1A. (R1) S1 is upstream of S2, (R2) S1 is downstream
of S2, (R3) S1 and S2 lie in a feedback loop in which case they are both upstream
and downstream of each other indicated by the double arrow, (R4) S1 and S2 lie in
independent modules of the network and do not interact with each other at all, and
(R5) S1 and S2 are in different branches of a signaling network but jointly regulate at
least one possibly hidden S-gene H. The five relations are encoded by the different
edge types:

R := {R1, · · · , R5} = {S1 → S2, S1 ← S2, S1 ↔ S2, S1· ·S2, S1 → H ← S2}
(4.1)

With only two S-genes, an E-gene can show 4 different silencing patterns: It responds
to both perturbations (1,1), only to one of them (1,0) and (0,1) or to neither (0,0).

4.2.1 Confoundable and non-confoundable network features

In practice it is not known where the missing player is located and, consequently,
no perturbation data is available for the missing node. Let us assume the smallest
window includes a pair of S-genes. Given each relation for a pair of S-genes, part of
the data pattern might become infrequent and part of the data might not, regardless
of the number of missing players.
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4.2 Non-Confoundable Network Analysis (No-CONAN)

Figure 4.1: Pairwise upstream/downstream relations and their alien patterns

- A shows the five possible possible relations R1,..., R5 together with their expected

silencing patterns. (R1) S1 is upstream of S2, (R2) S1 is downstream of S2, (R3)

S1 and S2 lie in a feedback loop indicated by the double arrow, (R4) S1 and S2 are

disconnected, and (R5) S1 and S2 are in different branches of a signaling network but

jointly regulate at least one possibly hidden S-gene H. B shows the corresponding

alien patterns for each relation. Note that only relation R5 can produce all 4 possible

silencing patterns. For the remaining relations at least one pattern is alien and not

expected.
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Alien patterns Each upstream/downstream relation induces an expected subset
of four patterns (1,1), (1,0), (0,1) and (0,0). For example, in relation to (R1) an E-
gene can be unconnected to both S1 and S2 in which case it does not show a silencing
effect neither when silencing S1 nor when silencing S2, yielding the expected pattern
(0,0). It can be attached to S1 in which case it is expected to show an effect when
silencing S1 but not when silencing the downstream gene S2, yielding the expected
pattern (1,0). And lastly, it can be linked to S2 and show silencing effects both when
silencing S1 and S2, yielding the pattern (1,1). Figure 4.1A gives the set of expected
silencing patterns for all five upstream/downstream relations. Note that only relation
R5 can produce all 4 possible silencing patterns. For the remaining relations at least
one pattern is not expected. We call these unexpected patterns alien patterns (Figure
4.1B).

4.2.1.1 There are nine possible locations for a hidden player

We next investigated the possible influence of hidden factors on the sets of expected
and alien patterns (Figure 4.2). There are nine possible positions of a hidden con-
founder. The silencing patterns associated with these positions are shown in Fig-
ure4.2. The most important observation is that any position of hidden confounders
in the network does not change the sets of expected silencing patterns (Figure4.2).

Note that the hidden note marked in red produces the alien pattern of R4; however,
this position of a hidden confounder transfers R4 into R5. In other words, we have
accounted for this problem by distinguishing the two relations R4 and R5 from the
beginning. The conclusion that no alien patterns can occur through confounding
facilitates our non-confoundable analysis: If the observation of an alien pattern cannot
occur through confounding effects it must be due to noise in the observation. Note
that the assumption of deterministic signal propagation is crucial here. In relation
R1 we assume that a perturbation of S1 is deterministically propagated to S2, which
rules out the silencing pattern (0,1).

4.2.2 Alien silencing patterns are the clue to a non-confoundable

network analysis

The key idea of non-confoundable network analysis is the definition of alien silencing
patterns that cannot be confounded by unobserved nodes. The existence of unknown
unknown players in the network does not change the fact that alien patterns can
only occur due to noise. Moreover it does not affect the probability with which they
occur. If we observe an alien pattern exceedingly often, we can hold this as evidence
against the network hypothesis. By observing the number of alien patterns for each
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Figure 4.2: The possible influence of hidden factors on the sets of expected

patterns - Hidden nodes are introduced in all possible configurations and the expected

patterns of E-genes attached to the hidden nodes are shown. In R4 the Hidden node

marked in red produces the alien pattern of R4. Note that this constellation leads to

the constellation in R5.
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relation, we have enough information to exclude incorrect relations on the basis of
the incomplete data. When the reconstruction might be confounding we can exclude
incorrect network features which are not compatible with the data. This means that
if, for the constitutive relation, we observe a significant amount of alien patterns we
can exclude it. We can ask whether or not the data supports the exclusion of the
relations, based on the number of alien patterns. However, this inference cannot be
confounded with the presence of unknown unknown players. In the next section we
derive a simple polynomial test for inferring such non-confoundable characteristics of
networks.

4.2.3 The accumulation of alien patterns is evidence against

respective upstream/downstream relations

For a pair of S-genes we can systematically consider all five upstream/downstream
relations and see whether they conform with the observed data. Each of the relations
R1-R4 has at least one alien pattern. Every observation of an E-gene that displays
this alien pattern is evidence against the respective relation. A few alien patterns can
occur due to observation noise but a large number of alien patterns is unlikely. We
will set up a test to detect significantly high occurrences of alien patterns.

Binary NEMs (58) model observe noise by a false positive rate α, the probability that
an observed effect is a noise artifact and a false negative rate β, the probability that
we will miss a true silencing effect. Further, the occurrence of observation errors is
assumed to be independent across E-genes. We can derive limits for the probability
that a certain number k of alien patterns occur given a relations R ∈ R−R5 in (4.1).

Non-symmetric relation: S1 −→ S2

If R = R1, for a certain E-gene this relation can produce (1,0), (1,1) and (0,0).
When R1 holds true, the alien pattern (0,1) needs to be produced by noise from one
of the three expected patterns (1,0), (1,1) and (0,0). Starting from (1,0) requires
both a false positive and a false negative observation which happens with probability
γ1 = α · β, starting from (1,1) we need one true positive and one false negative
observation which occurs with probability γ2 = β · (1 − β). Finally, generating
the alien pattern (0,1) from (0,0) requires one true negative and one false positive
observation and occurs with probability γ3 = (1− α) · α.

If we have n E-genes in total, we can think of observing an alien pattern as a repetition
of Bernouli trials with a success rate γ1, γ2 or γ3. So the probability that k of them
show (0,1) and they produce by noise from (1,0) is:
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P (n01 = k) =
(
n
k

)
γk1 (1− γ1)n−k

Setting γR1 = max(γ1, γ2, γ3) yields the following boundary that we have

P (K ≥ k|S1 −→ S2) ≤
n∑
i=k

(
n

i

)
γiR1(1− γR1)n−i, (4.2)

where k is the observed number of alien patterns, n the total number of E-genes and
γR1 an upper bound for the probability of observing the alien pattern.

Non-symmetric relation: S1 ←− S2

Similar consideration can be applied for this relation. If R = R2, for a certain E-
genes this relation can produce (0,1), (1,1) and (0,0). When R2 holds true, the
alien pattern (1,0) needs to be produced by noise from one of the three expected
patterns (0,1), (1,1) and (0,0). Starting from (0,1) requires both a false positive
and a false negative observation which happens with probability γ1 = α · β, starting
from (1,1) we need one true positive and one false negative observation which occurs
with probability γ2 = (1 − β) · β. Finally, generating the alien pattern (0,1) from
(0,0) requires one true negative and one false positive observation and occurs with
probability γ3 = α · (1− α). Setting γR2 = max(γ1, γ2, γ3) similarly we obtain:

P (K ≥ k|S1 ←− S2) ≤
n∑
i=k

(
n

i

)
γiR2(1− γR2)n−i, (4.3)

where k is the observed number of alien patterns (1,0), n the total number of E-genes
and γR2 an upper bound for the probability of observing the alien pattern.

Symmetric relation: feedback loop S1 ←→ S2

Similar consideration can be applied for symmetric relations. If R = R3, for a
certain E-genes this relation can produce (1,1) and (0,0). When R3 holds true,
the alien patterns (0,1) and (1,0) need to be produced by noise from one of the
two expected patterns (1,1) and (0,0). Starting from (1,1) the both alien patterns
require a false negative and a true positive observation which happens with probability
γ1 = β · (1−β), starting from (0,0) we need one true negative and one false positive
observation which occurs with probability γ2 = (1−α)·α. Setting γR3 = max(γ1, γ2)
yields the following boundary that we have

P (K ≥ k|S1 ←→ S2) ≤
n∑
i=k

(
n

i

)
γiR3(1− γR3)n−i, (4.4)
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where k is the observed number of alien patterns, n the total number of E-genes and
γR3 an upper bound for the probability of observing the alien pattern. Note that the
difference between this relation and others lies in the in the probabilities of observing
the alien patterns when the false positive and false negative are equal. In this case
we can compute the exact probabilities of observing the alien patterns instead of
boundary.

Symmetric relation: Disconnected S1· ·S2

Finally, if R = R4, for certain E-genes this relation can produce (0,1), (1,0) and (0,0).
When R4 holds true, the only alien pattern (1,1) needs to be produced by noise from
one of the three expected patterns. Starting from (1,0) requires one true positive and
one false positive which happens with probability γ1 = (1−β) ·α, starting from (0,1)
we need one false positive and one true positive which occurs again with probability
γ2 = α · (1 − β). Finally, generating the alien pattern (1,1) from (0,0) requires two
false positive which occurs with probability γ3 = α ·α. Setting γR4 = max(γ1, γ2, γ3)
yields the following boundary that we have

P (K ≥ k|S1· ·S2) ≤
n∑
i=k

(
n

i

)
γiR4(1− γR4)n−i, (4.5)

where k is the observed number of alien patterns, n the total number of E-genes and
γR4 an upper bound for the probability of observing the alien pattern.

Calibration parameter is needed to exclude relations For all R ∈ R−{R5},
γR is a bound for the probability of observing the alien pattern of R. If some of
the above probabilities become sufficiently small, we gather evidence against the
respective relations. We exclude a relation R, if and only if

P (K ≥ k|R) < κ, (4.6)

where κ is a calibration parameter that is set to 0.05 in all applications in the next
chapters. Note that R5 cannot be rejected since it does not have an alien pattern.

We never exclude R5 Note that R5 cannot be rejected since it does not have an
alien pattern. This relation can produce all silencing data patterns (1,0), (0,1),(1,1)
and (0,0).

Non-confoundable Network Analysis (No-CONAN) Given each relation and
observation, we can calculate the boundaries for probabilities of observing alien pat-
terns for each pair. We can also use this information against each relation and test
whether or not the number of alien patterns occurs due to random fluctuation. With
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these probabilities we quantify the possibilities of excluding relations given observa-
tion. No-CONAN is a testing approach that aims to exclude incorrect models rather
than reconstructing models that can be confounded by unknown players. Exclusion
of an network hypothesis cannot be confounded by unknown players. This makes our
approach much more practical and effective than reconstructing an incorrect model
with incomplete observation.

4.3 Partial Nested Effects Models (pNEM)

Partial network reconstruction If R5 is correct and we can reject relations
R1-R4, leaving only relation R5 as compatible with the data, we have fully resolved
the relation of S1 and S2. In cases where R5 is incorrect, the best we can achieve
is a situation where all but one relation from R1-R4 is rejected leaving us with one
edge type and the ever present possibility that R5 is true. However, this does not
need to be the case. It is possible that we cannot reject several relations, leaving us
with higher uncertainties about the true structure of the signaling network. We do
not further resolve the network but confine ourselves to describing what we know and
what we don’t know. To do this we introduce the new data structure of a partial
Nested Effects Model (pNEM). A pNEM is a graph connecting all S-genes but using
a variety of different edge types. Each edge type is describing a set of relations that
could not be rejected. This language of edge types is summarized in Figure 4.3. For
example, if we exclude all relations except R5, there is no edge between S1 and S2. If
we reject all relations except R3, R4 and R5 we draw a red double-sided edge, and so
on. Sixteen different edge types are needed to encode our partial network knowledge.
In the next section we show an example of a pNEM.

Power of the test Equation (4.6) has the form of a statistical test. When
choosing a κ of a sufficiently small value we bound the probability of excluding a
correct relation. The null hypothesis is that the tested relation is correct and that all
observed alien patterns are due to noise alone. However, a small κ also leads to poorly
resolved networks with only a few excluded relations. This raises the issue of the power
of the test. An edge between two S-genes is well resolved if the true relation generates
many E-genes with silencing patterns that are alien to many alternative relations. For
example, if the relation S1 → S2 holds true, every E-gene that is attached to S1

and produces the expected pattern (1,0) produces evidence against the competing
relations S1 ← S2 and S1 ↔ S2 since (1,0) is alien to both these relations, but
not against the relation S1· ·S2, since (1,0) is not alien to it. However, E-genes
attached to S2 with the expected pattern (1,1) produce evidence against S1· ·S2. If
we have enough E-genes of both types we will be able to reject all relations except
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the correct one and the non-rejectable relation R5. Inspecting Figure 4.1 points to
a problem with edges that are of the type S1 ↔ S2, since in this constellation only
the patterns (1,1) and (0,0) are produced and none of the alien patterns of the two
directed relations R1 and R2. Since NEMs operate on transitively closed networks
the relation S1 ↔ S2 is indicative of genes involved in a feedback loop. In other
words our method is not capable of reliably detecting feedback loops; a non-circular
constellation can often not be ruled out. Nevertheless, our method is valid also for
biological networks with feedback loops. It does not produce spurious results in this
case, but reports that it can-not resolve the loop reliably. If, in contrast, the true
network is not cyclic, our method has the potential to exclude a loop reliably.

Figure 4.3: The pNEM code - The top row of boxes shows combinations of relations

and the bottom boxes show the corresponding edge types we use to encode that all

edges in the set could not be excluded by NoCNA.

.

4.3.1 Advantages of non-confoundable network analysis for in-

complete data

Non-confoundable inference The information in a pNEM lies in the up-
stream/downstream relations between signaling genes that it excludes. A pNEM
encodes what we know but also what we cannot know unless we can be sure that we
have observed all nodes of the network. Importantly, a pNEM cannot be confounded
by hidden nodes. The uncertainties left with certain edges are the price we have
to pay to ensure that our results are not confoundable by mechanisms outside the
window of observations.

Note that non-confoundability makes the edge-by-edge reconstruction strategy attrac-
tive. When reconstructing a network edge by edge we observe the pathway through
a series of very small windows: Ones that open our view on only two S-genes, but
many E-genes. In other words, we make the window of observation even smaller than
necessary. However, our inference strategy is not confounded by events outside these
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windows, neither by those that we did not observe nor by those that we voluntarily did

not take into account when deciding on the existence and orientation of an individual

edge.

Computationally fast Another great advantage of pNEM is the increase in

speed. The number of models we have to test for n S-genes is
(
n
2

)
· 4, which grows

quadratically in the number of perturbed genes and remains feasible even for hundreds

of genes. Additionally, building up the partially reconstructed final graph is easy, since

it is defined by the set of all pairwise models.

4.3.2 Limits of non-confoundable network analysis for incom-

plete data

The method we described can only partially reconstruct features of the pathway, not

the full topology. This stems from inherent limits of reconstruction from indirect

observations. We discuss here partially reconstruction and loop reliably.

Partial reconstruction There is only one situation that pNEM can fully recon-

struct the relation where all the relations R1-R4 rejected. In this case relation R5

has the only possibility to present data. Regardless of this situation, the best we can

achieve is a situation where all but one relation from R1-R4 is rejected leaving us

with one edge type and the ever present possibility that R5 is true. However, this

does not need to be the case. It is possible that pNEM cannot reject several relations,

leaving us with higher uncertainties about the true structure of the signaling network.

pNEM does not further resolve the network but confine inferences to describing what

is known and what is unknown.

Loop reliably Since NEMs operate on transitively closed networks, the relation

S1 ↔ S2 is indicative of genes involved in a feedback loop. In other words our method

is not capable of reliably detecting feedback loops; a non-circular constellation can

often not be ruled out (for more detail see section 4.4). Nevertheless, our method is

valid also for biological networks with feedback loops. It does not produce spurious

results in this case, but reports that it cannot resolve the loop reliably. If in contrast

the true network is not cyclic, our method has the potential to exclude a loop reliably.
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4.4 Simulation Experiments

The last sections introduced a polynomial test approach for inferring non-confoundable
characteristics of signaling networks. We will demonstrate its potential in two steps.
First, we investigate accuracy and sample size requirements in different controlled
simulation settings. We test the performance of No-CONAN in the context of sim-
ulation experiments using artificial data. In such simulations the true state of the
network or ground truth network is known, unlike in biological scenarios. Moreover,
the artificial data fully conforms to all assumptions of NEMs, which is certainly not
the case for real biological data. In a second step, we compare the performance of
No-CONAN with NEMs when the hidden nodes are known to exist.

4.4.1 Accuracy and sample size requirements

A first test of validity of a complex data model is to test its performance in simulation
scenarios where data is artificially generated according to the model assumption. This
section evaluates how our algorithm responds to different levels of noise in the data,
different numbers of E-genes, different numbers of S-genes and how accurate it is. In
order to answer these questions, we introduce the general set-up for data generation
and choosing parameters. We then investigate the performance of our approach in
different simulation studies.

4.4.1.1 Set-up for data generation

Data generation consists of four steps:

1. S-genes: Randomly generate a directed acyclic graph T with nS nodes and
ned edges. This is the core topology of S-genes.

2. E-genes: Connect nE E-genes uniformly to core T. This forms an extended
topology T’.

3. Unrelated E-genes: Connect another nUE E-genes which are unrelated to
the networks T’. These have an expected silencing pattern of (0,0) but display
occasional silencing effects due to noise.

4. Data: Generate one random dataset D from the extended topology T’. We use
only one repetition per knock-out experiment. For each knock-out experiment
the response of all E-genes is simulated from T’ using error probabilities α and
β. The false negative rate and false positive rate are equal and varied between
very low and very high noise.
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4.4.1.2 Dependency on the noise levels

In a first simulation we examine the performance of No-CONAN on 100 random
networks of size nS = 10 and generate data for these networks using noise levels
varying between 0.005 (very low) and 0.32 (very high). We attach a total of nE=100
E-genes uniformly to the S-genes of the network and add another nUE=900 E-genes
which are unrelated to the networks. The number of unrelated E-genes might effect
the power of the testing (see section 4.4.2.5).

We then run No-CONAN on every pair of nodes in each of the 100 networks and
reject all relations possible using κ = 0.05. The results are organized according to
the true underlying relations in Figure 4.4. Each of the five plots corresponds to one
true relation. The x-axis shows the different noise levels while the y-axis shows the
relative frequency of rejecting the different relations, which are marked by different
colors. For example the left-most plot corresponds to all situations where the true
relation between nodes is S1 −→ S2. Rejection rates for this relation are marked
in blue and we can see that the relation is not falsely rejected even for very high
noise levels. In contrast the 3 competing relations marked in red, purple and green
are virtually always rejected except for very high noise levels and even for maximal
noise we reject them in about half of the cases. We do similarly well for the next
two relations. If the true relation is the feedback loop S1 ↔ S2, we still have hardly
any false positive rejections but lose almost all power in rejecting the two directed
relations. As described in the previous section, this is expected since a feedback loop
does not produce the alien patterns of these relations.

4.4.1.3 Dependency on the number of E-genes

In the next simulation we looked at the influence of the different number of E-genes in
the previous study. Here we follow the four steps for data generation in section 4.4.1.2
with only one change. In the step two we connect nE ∈ {100, 500, 1000, 5000} E-
genes uniformly to the core topology. We then run No-CONAN on every pair of nodes
in each of 400 networks and reject all relations possible using κ = 0.05.

The results are organized according to the true underlying relations in Figure 4.5.
Each of the four rows corresponds to different number of E-genes in the simulated
data sets (100, 500, 1000, 5000), while columns represent true relations. In each plot,
the x-axis shows the different noise levels while the y-axis shows the relative frequency
of rejecting the different relations, which are marked by different colors. For example
the left-most column corresponds to all situations where the true relation between
nodes is S1 −→ S2. Rejection rates for this relation are marked in blue and we can
see that the relation is not falsely rejected with different number of E-genes even for
very high noise levels. In contrast the 3 competing relations marked in red, purple and
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Figure 4.4: Dependency on the noise levels - Small network simulations. Each of

the five plots corresponds to one true relation. The x-axis shows the different noise

levels. The y-axis shows the relative frequency of rejecting the relations (R1: blue, R2:

purple R3: green, R4: red and R5: orange).
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green are virtually always rejected by increasing the number of E-genes. Overall these
results show that we still have hardly any false positive rejections but gain power in
rejecting the incorrect relations by increasing the number of E-genes.

Figure 4.5: Dependency on the number of E-genes - Rows correspond to the

number of E-genes in the simulated data sets (100, 500, 1000, 5000), while columns

represent true relations. In each plot, the x-axis shows the different noise levels while

the y-axis shows the relative frequency of rejecting the different relations, which are

marked by different colors (R1: blue, R2: purple R3: green, R4: red and R5: orange).

Overall these results show that we still have hardly any false positive rejections but

gain power in rejecting the incorrect relations by increasing the number of E-genes.

4.4.1.4 Dependency on the number of S-genes

In a third simulation we investigated the performance of No-CONAN for varying
number of S-genes. In contrast to the previous simulation study, here the number of
E-genes is fixed to nE=200 and we vary the number of S-genes with nS=4,8 and 20.
The other data generation steps are similar to section 4.4.1.2.
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The results are organized according to the true underlying relations in Figure 4.6.

Each of the three rows corresponds to different number of S-genes in the simulated

data sets (4, 8, 20), while columns represent true relations. In each plot, the x-

axis shows the different noise levels while the y-axis shows the relative frequency of

rejecting the different relations, which are marked by different colors. For example

the second-left column corresponds to all situations where the true relation between

nodes is S1 ←− S2. Rejection rates for this relation are marked in purple and we can

see that the relation is not falsely rejected for larger graph with 20 S-genes even for

very high noise levels. In contrast, except for very low noise levels rejection rates of

incorrect relations decline by increasing the number of S-genes. Nevertheless, except

for very high noise levels we reject substantial fractions of relations for large graph.

Figure 4.6: Dependency on the number of S-genes - Rows correspond to the

number of S-genes in the simulated data sets (4, 8, 20), while columns represent true

relations. In each plot, the x-axis shows the different noise levels while the y-axis shows

the relative frequency of rejecting the different relations, which are marked by different

colors (R1: blue, R2: purple R3: green, R4: red and R5: orange). The results show

that the true relations are not falsely rejected for larger graph with 20 S-genes even

for very high noise levels. In contrast, except for very low noise levels rejection rates of

incorrect relations decline by increasing the number of S-genes.
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4.4.1.5 The number of unrelated E-genes might effect the power of the

testing

The number of unrelated E-genes might effect the power of the testing in oder to
generate uninformative E-gene with expected silencing pattern (0,0). This pattern
can be expected to observe by all relations in R ∈ R (Figure 4.1). The number of
such pattern does not change the number of alien patterns for a given relation but
might effect the probability of observing alien patterns. In order to investigate the
influence of unrelated E-genes to our algorithm, we generate different data sets with
arbitrarily numbers of unrelated E-genes.

Here we follow the four steps for data generation in section 4.4.1.2 with only one
change. In the step three we add nUE ∈ {0, 100, 500, 1000} unrelated E-genes to the
data set. We then run No-CONAN on every pair of nodes in each of 400 networks and
reject all relations possible using κ = 0.05. The results are organized according to the
true underlying relations in Figure 4.7. Each of the four rows corresponds to different
number of unrelated E-genes in the simulated data sets (0, 100, 500, 1000), while
columns represent true relations. In each plot, the x-axis shows the different noise
levels while the y-axis shows the relative frequency of rejecting the different relations,
which are marked by different colors. Overall these results show that the number of
unrelated E-genes effect the power of the test. We still have hardly any false positive
rejections but gain power in rejecting the incorrect relations by decreasing the number
of E-genes with (0,0) pattern.

4.4.1.6 Evaluations on a large network

Finally, we examine the performance of No-CONAN in the context of the larger 25
S-genes (nodes) network shown in Figure 4.8. We generate 100 data sets from this
graph using noise levels varying between 0.005 (very low) and 0.32 (very high). We
then attach a total of nE=500 E-genes uniformly to the S-genes of the network and
add another nUE=900 E-genes which are unrelated to the networks. Note that the
network contains two feedback loops, one towards the root and another close to a
leaf. The crucial difference from the smaller networks in section 4.4.1.2 is the ratio
of S-genes inside the window (2 in both cases) and those outside of it (8 vs. 23).
In fact, this unfavorable ratio of observed versus unobserved nodes compromises the
resolution of the pNEMs generated by No-CONAN. Importantly, we still hardly ever
falsely reject a correct relation. However, except for very low noise levels rejection
rates of incorrect relations decline. Nevertheless, except for very high noise levels
we reject substantial fractions of relations thus partially learning the structure of the
network.
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Figure 4.7: The number of unrelated E-genes might effect the power of the

testing - Rows correspond to the number of unrelated E-genes in the simulated data

sets (0, 100, 500, 1000), while columns represent true relations. In each plot, the

x-axis shows the different noise levels while the y-axis shows the relative frequency of

rejecting the different relations, which are marked by different colors (R1: blue, R2:

purple R3: green, R4: red and R5: orange). Results show that the number of unrelated

E-genes effect the power of the test. We still have hardly any false positive rejections

but gain power in rejecting the incorrect relations by decreasing the number of E-genes

with (0,0) pattern.
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Figure 4.8: Evaluations on a relatively large network - The graph on top of the

figure shows the ground truth network consist of 25 S-genes. Each of the five plots on

bottom of the figure corresponds to one true relation. The x-axis shows the different

noise levels. The y-axis shows the relative frequency of rejecting the relations (R1:

blue, R2: purple R3: green, R4: red and R5: orange.)
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4.4.2 Comparison between NEM and pNEM

We start with an example to illustrate how No-CONAN works. Consider the GTN
in Figure 4.9. Note that it has only one hidden node, but this node is in a central
position of the network. We attach a total of 350 E-genes uniformly to the S-genes
and generate artificial data using moderate noise levels of 0.15 for both false negative
and false positive observations as described previously (58). Then, using only data for
the observable nodes, we reconstruct the network using a triplet search in a standard
NEM approach (65) and using No-CONAN. Figure 4.9 compares the NEM to the
pNEM. The NEM incorrectly predicts a feedback loop-like structure. The pNEM,
in contrast, did not do this. It actually resolved the relation between S5 and S6 as
R5, thus predicting the existence of the hidden node at that position. Also all other
predicted relations are correct, with the exception of S6 and S3, where the pNEM is
undecided on whether a directed relation exists (incorrect) or not (correct). Compared
to GTN, the results show that the inference from NEMs suffers from hidden players
and can be confounded. As is clear in the 4.9, the fully reconstructed model with
NEM has three incorrect edges, while the partially reconstructed model with pNEM
has no incorrect edges.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between NEM and pNEM - The left part of the figure

shows a GTN that has only one hidden node. We attach a total of 350 E-genes

uniformly to the S-genes and generate artificial data using a moderate noise levels of

0.15 for both false negative and false positive observations. The plot on the middle

and right side of the figure shows the reconstructed network using triple search in a

standard NEM approach and pNEM respectively, only for observable nodes. The NEM

incorrectly predicts a feedback loop-like structure. In contrast the pNEM actually

resolved the relation between S5 and S6 as R5 thus predicting the existence of the

hidden node at that position. Also all other predicted relations are correct, with the

exception of S6 and S3, where the pNEM is undecided whether a directed relation

exists (incorrect) or not (correct).
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5

Cell differentiation in embryonic

stem cells

Here we apply the methodology of the last chapter in the context of cell differentition
in embrynic stem cells. This chapter gives some background to cellular decision-
making and cell differentiation (section 5.1). The cellular decision-making process of
embryonic stem cells in mice may have many unknown unknown players. This process
of differentiation has been previously modeled, but no work has yet been done to adapt
a statistical methodology that considers the unknown unknown factors (section 5.2).
I demonstrate the practical use of No-CONAN in the context of a first application
to embryonic stem cell differentiation in mice. I demonstrate that taking unknown
unknowns into account changes our account of real biological networks (section 5.3).

5.1 Introduction

Life at the cellular level is stochastic. Diffusion, gene expression, signal transduction,
the cell cycle, and the extracellular environment are stochastic processes that change
in time in ways that can be difficult to predict (66, 67). While a cell’s environment
determines its response, information from the environment comes from different,
fluctuating, and perhaps contradictory, signals. This information is processed using
biochemical networks whose components themselves fluctuate in concentration and
intracellular location. For example, cellular decision-making is involved in several
biological processes such as cell division, cell proliferation, apoptosis or cell differ-
entiation. Each of these processes is regulated and controlled both by intracellular
networks and extracellular signaling molecules whose mechanisms are still not clear.
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Cellular differentiation Cell differentiation is a process in which a stem cell
develops into a specific type of cell in response to specific triggers from the body or
the cell itself (22). This is the process which allows a single-celled zygote to develop
into a multicellular adult organism which can contain hundreds of different types
of cells. In addition to being critical to embryonic development, cell differentiation
also plays a role in the function of many organisms, especially complex mammals,
throughout their lives.

When a single cell has the capability of developing into any kind of cell, it is known as
totipotent. For example, in mammals the zygote and the embryo during early stages
of development are totipotent. Cells which can differentiate into several different cell
types, but not all, are considered to be pluripotent. In both cases, the nucleus is the
same, containing all of the genetic information needed to encode the entire organism,
but only certain genes are activated (22).

When an embryo develops, cell differentiation is critical, because it allows the de-
veloping organism to create numerous, different, cell types, from neurons which will
make up the brain to epidermal cells which will create the upper layers of skin. Once
mature, the organism will have germ cells, somatic cells, and adult stem cells. Germ
cells are haploid cells which are used in reproduction, while somatic cells make up
most of the cells in the body, with over 250 known kinds of cell in the human body
alone.

Stem cells Stem cells are special cells in multicellular organisms that are capable
of differentiating into a wide range of other cells as needed. In other words, the cells
themselves are not specialized like blood cells and nerve cells, but they can make
specialized cells to form an embryo or repair damage to an adult organism. This
property has suggested that they could be useful in medical treatment, and many
nations have established stem cell funding to explore the possibility of research and
development (68).

All multicellular organisms actually start out as a cluster of stem cells. As they divide
and multiply, they differentiate themselves to make organs, muscle and bone until a
complete embryo is formed. Adults also have stem cells, although their precise origin
is not fully understood. These adult cells are triggered in response to serious injury
to replace damaged tissues. There are three types of stem cells. Embryonic stem
cells are taken from an embryo. Cord blood stem cells come from the umbilical cord,
which is rich in these cells because it is of fetal origin. Adult stem cells are also known
as somatic stem cells, and they are found in a range of locations around the adult
body. The exact science and distribution of the adult cells is still a topic of intense
research.
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The mechanism underlying such a coordination is still not fully understood. During
the process of cell differentiation, stem cells need to decide when and how to move
from the state of self-renewal into differentiation. Such a complex process is governed
by transcription networks known as developmental transcription networks (69), which
need to make irreversible decisions on a slow timescale of one or more cell generations.

5.1.1 Molecular mechanism in early stem cell differentiation

in mice

A zygote is the initial cell formed when two gamete cells are joined by means of sexual
reproduction. In multicellular organisms, it is the earliest developmental stage of the
embryo (22). The zygote can give rise to a complex organism through cell division,
proliferation and cell differentiation. Since the zygote is totipotent, it can developed
into the placenta. The totipotency is maintained in cells known as blastomeres of
the two-cell-stage embryo. After mechanical separation of the blastomeres of the
two-cell-stage embryo, each blastomere is able to give rise to an adult organism, for
example a mouse (70). These cells are known as embryonic stem cells (ESC). They
have the ability to self-renew as well as differentiate into different cell types of the
vertebrate embryo leading to the formation of an entire organism. Embryonic stem
cells are pluripotent stem cells derived from the inner cell mass of the blastocyst,
an early-stage embryo (71). The cells of the embryonic inner cell mass from which
mouse ESC are derived are called pluripotent because of their ability to give rise to
all of the cells of an embryo and adult (72).

In fact, ESC can self-renew continuously for years if they are cultured under condi-
tions that prevent their differentiation. For instance, mouse embryonic stem cells were
grown in the presence of leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF), thus retaining their undif-
ferentiated self-renewing state (positive controls). Differentiation-associated changes
in gene expression were measured by replacing LIF with retinoic acid (RA), thus in-
ducing differentiation of stem cells (negative controls) (73). It is reported that the
transcription factor networks play a role in the maintenance of ESC pluripotency
(74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81). There are transcription factors (TFs) involved in the
process that are pivotal for maintaining ESC in their self-renewal state when overex-
pressed. These include: Nanog, a homeobox transcription factor expressed throughout
the pluripotent cells of the inner cell mass with the particular goal of preventing endo-
derm differentiation (76, 82); Oct3/4, also called Pou5f1, an important regulator of
pluripotency that acts as a gatekeeper to prevent ESC differentiation(79); and Sox2,
a member of the Sox (SRY-related HMG box) family of proteins that bind to DNA
through the 79-amino acid HMG (high mobility group) domain. Sox2 is co-expressed
with Oct4 in the inner cell mass (83). These TFs form a core transcriptional network
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associated with pluripotency in ESC (78, 81, 84, 85). Alternatively, the differentiation
of mouse ESC can be induced by the expression of certain transcription factors.

So far, two types of transcription factors have been recognized as main players in
ESC: First, TFs with target genes that are expressed in undifferentiated ESC; second,
TFs with target genes that are not expressed in undifferentiated cells but induced
in differentiated ESC. The overexpression of the first type TFs will maintain ESC in
their self-renewal state while overexpression of the second type will likely trigger the
differentiation of ESC. These transcription factors function in combination with other
processes and on the accessibility of their target genes, which are made accessible
by the modification of their DNA, histones, or chromatin structure. The challenge
is to understand how these TFs interact with one another to regulate the processes
between self-renewal and differentiation. However, due to the complexity of these
processes there might be many unknown unknown players involved, which would make
these processes difficult to understand. Moreover, understanding the mechanisms
underlying the processes of pluripotency, self-renewal and subsequent differentiation
in embryonic stem cells is central to utilizing them therapeutically.

5.2 Previous works to model murine stem cell de-

velopment in mice

Ivanova et al. (80) down-regulated six factors (Nanog, Oct4, Sox2, Esrrb, Tbx3, and
Tcl1) that need to be jointly expressed in murine ESCs to keep the cells in a self-
renewal state. They combined perturbation of these gene products with a time series
of micro-array gene expression measurements. Mouse embryonic stem cells (ESC)
were grown in the presence of the leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF), thus retaining their
undifferentiated self-renewing state (positive controls). Cell differentiation-associated
changes in gene expression were detected by inducing differentiation of stem cells
by removing LIF and adding retinoic acid (RA) (negative controls). Finally, RNAi-
based silencing of the six regulatory genes was used in (LIF+, RA-) cell cultures
to investigate whether silencing of these genes partially activates cell differentiation
mechanisms.

In response to the interventions, the cells go into differentiation and the resulting shifts
in the transcriptome were monitored in time series of expression profiles. Differen-
tiation includes the successive destruction of the self-renewal network. Micro-array
expression measurements at 67 time points at 1-day intervals were taken for the two
controls (positive and negative) and the six RNAi assays.
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This process of differentiation has been previously modeled twice using nested effect

models (48) and (50). Both models have in common the fact that they are dynamic

nested effects models exploiting the temporal information of the time series, although

they differ in the likelihood functions used. Neither of them considered the possibility

of unobserved factors.

The model of Anchang et al. In Anchang et al. (48), we extended static

NEMs to the modeling of perturbation time series measurements. Dynamic nested

effects models allow for the resolution of feedback loops in the signaling cascade, as

well as for the discrimination of direct and indirect signaling. As already mentioned

in chapter 2, rate constants of signaling propagation are model parameters in DNEM.

We applied the DNEM approach to the Ivanova dataset on molecular mechanisms of

self-renewal in murine embryonic stem cells (80). Since long computation times for

Gibbs sampling prohibit the reconstruction of the networks topology from scratch by

using DNEMs, we first used the triple search approach for the standard nested effect

approach (49) applied to the final time point to determine a transitive closed topology

for the network. The Figure 5.1 shows the binary data from the last time point and

the reconstructed network. DNEM is based on binary data, which requires gene

expression profiles to be discretized. In the Figure 5.1A, the reconstructed network

in Figure 5.1B shows a staircase-like pattern of nested sets consistent with the linear

cascade Nanog → Sox2 → Oct4 → Tcl1.

Figure 5.1: Stem cell data analysis - A Discretized data of the last time point

across E-genes (rows) and S-gene perturbations (columns), with black representing

downstream effects and white no effects. B The transitively closed nested effects

model estimated from the data shown in A using static NEM.
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Next, we exploited the DNEM Gibbs sampler trajectories associated with the network
topology to infer average time delays and regulatory control of E-genes. Based on the
marginal posterior probability, we excluded an edge if the posterior is above a certain
threshold. The resulting network is shown in Figure 5.2.The time delay data has
overruled the static NEM. For instance, they have removed the edge between Nanog
and Tbx3. An application of DNEMs to embryonic stem cell development in mice
reveals a feed-forward loop-dominated network, which stabilizes the differentiated
state of cells and points to Nanog as the key sensitizer of stem cells for differentiation
stimuli.

Figure 5.2: DNEM inference on signal propagation - The final network structure

estimated by time delay analysis using DNEM. Edge colors correspond to estimated

average time delays: fast signal propagation (green), intermediate signal propagation

(blue) and slow signal propagation (red).

.

The model of Fröhlich et al. Fröhlich et al. (50) developed a novel approach
to infer signaling cascades from high-dimensional perturbation time series measure-
ments via Fast Dynamic Nested Effects Models (FDNEMs), hence allowing them to
discriminate direct from indirect perturbation effects and to resolve feedback loops.
This approach directly extends the NEMs framework introduced by Markowetz et al.
(58) from the static to the dynamic case by unrolling the network structure over time.
It also allows for a fast and efficient computation of the likelihood function without
any time-consuming Gibbs sampling.
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Figure 5.3 shows the reconstructed network between six transcription factors playing a

key role in murine stem cell development using FDNEMs. Fröhlich et al. found good

agreement with results published by Achang et al. (2009) and with the biological

literature. There are several similarities to the inferred network shown in Anchang et

al. (2009), which was obtained via the DNEM method, namely the cascades Tbx3

→Esrrb →Oct4 →Tcl1, Nanog →Oct4 →Tcl1 and Sox2 →Oct4 →Tcl1. A further

striking similarity is that the transcription factor Oct4 regulating Tcl1 is itself jointly

regulated by the three transcription factors Nanong, Sox2 and Esrrb. In contrast to

Anchang et al., in this network Nanog is not placed upstream of Sox2 and does not

have any indirect outgoing edges. Indeed, the only shortcut in this network is Sox2

→Tcl1. This network is thus more sparse than the one shown by Anchang et al. The

reason for the differences between our network and Fröhlich et al. is a mixture of a

different likelihood model combined with a sparsity prior.

Figure 5.3: Inferred network for murine stem cell development using FDNEMs

- Inferred network for murine stem cell development with 95% confidence intervals for

the presence of the edges.
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5.3 Application of No-CONAN to cell differentia-

tion in embryonic stem cells

We test No-CONAN in a study on molecular mechanisms of self-renewal in murine
embryonic stem cells (ESCs) (80). In the NEM framework the six regulatory gene
products, Nanog, Oct4, Sox2, Esrrb, Tbx3 and Tcl1 are S-genes, while all genes
showing significant expression changes in response to LIF depletion are used as E-
genes. Downstream effects of interest are those where the expression of an E-gene is
pushed from its level in self-renewing cells to its level in differentiated cells. The goal is
to model the temporal occurrence of these effects across all time series simultaneously.

Data preprocessing We use log2 transformed values of MAS5.0 normalized
data obtained from www.nature.com/nature/journal/v442/n7102/suppinfo/

nature04915.html. In a comparison of the (LIF+, RA-) to the (LIF-, RA+) cell
cultures 137 genes showed a greater than twofold up or down regulation across all
time points. These were used as E-genes in our analysis. The two times series without
RNAi were used to discretize the time series of perturbation experiments following a
simple discretization method detailed in the next section, thereby setting an E-gene
state to 1 in an RNAi experiment, if its expression value is far from the positive con-
trols, and 0 otherwise. Genes that did not show any 1 after discretization across all
experiments were removed, leaving 122 E-genes for further analysis.

Binary data We transform the continuous expression data to binary values. We
set an E-gene in a certain silencing experiment and time point to 1, if its expression
value is sufficiently close to the negative controls, i.e. the intervention interrupted
the information flow, otherwise we set it to 0. Let C(i, k, s) denote the continu-
ous expression measurement of Ek at time point ts of a time series recorded after
perturbation of Si. Moreover, let C+(k, s) and C−(k, s) denote the corresponding
measurements in positive and negative controls respectively. We set

D(i, k, s) =

{
1 if C(i, k, s) < κ · C+(k, s) + (1− κ) · C−(k, s)

0 otherwise
(5.1)

κ can be optimized by varying its value from 0 to 1 and choosing the smallest value
where all negative controls are correctly recognized.

Non-confoundable network analysis We run NoCONAN on the data of the last
time point of all time series. Note that the final time point of an admissible pattern
accumulates information along the time series, because it reports a one whenever a
downstream signal has reached the E-gene at any time. Figure 5.4A shows the pNEM
produced from No-CONAN while C and D are the transitive closures of the networks
derived in (48) and (50).
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5.3 Application of No-CONAN to cell differentiation in embryonic stem
cells

Notably, many edges of the pNEM are optimally resolved and often agree with those
in the two previous models. E.g. the linear backbone of the network Nanog → Sox2
→ Oct4 observed in the Anchang et al. model could be resolved unambiguously even
when taking hidden confounders into account.

In contrast, the role of the remaining genes Tcl1, Tbx3 and Esrrb could not be
determined unambiguously with the available observations. For example, our pNEM
proclaims that there is an interaction between Esrrb and Tbx3 but can not determin
its nature. It could be a feedback loop as well as any directed edge depending on how
a potential unknown gene is influencing the process. Moreover, the pNEM differs from
the two NEMs in that it predicts the existence of certain hidden nodes in positions
marked in Figure 5.4B. These predictions result from the observation that all relations
except for R5 could be excluded for the respective pairs of genes. In summary, non
confoundable analysis sustains a previous hypothesis on the role of Nanog, Sox2, and
Oct4 interactions in stem cell differentiation but also points to possible ambiguities
with respect to the role of Tcl1, Tbx3 and Esrrb.
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5. CELL DIFFERENTIATION IN EMBRYONIC STEM CELLS

Figure 5.4: Inferred network for murine stem cell development using pNEM

- A shows the pNEM produced from NoCNA. B shows predictions result from the

observation that all relations except for R5 could be excluded for the respective pairs

of genes. The pNEM predicts the existence of certain hidden nodes in positions marked

in B. C and D are the transitive closures of the networks derived in (48) and (50).

Many edges of the pNEM are optimally resolved and often agree with those in the two

previous models in C and D.
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6

Distorted canonical WNT-signaling

in colorectal cancer cells

Aberrant regulation of Wnt signaling pathways plays an important role in the start
and progression of colorectal cancer. Mutations in APC or CTNNB1 (β-catenin)
genes are found in almost all cases of sporadic colon cancer but the importance of
upstream signaling in colon cancer stays with a question mark. This chapter first
gives some background on WNT-signaling in colorectal cancer cells (section 6.1).
Based on differential gene expression, it is possible to use NEM to calculate and
assess potential pathway structures, determining which model represents the best fit
for the colon cancer cells (section 6.2). This has already been modeled, but no work
has considers unknown unknown mechanisms. I demonstrate the practical use of
No-CONAN in the context of a recent study in Wnt signaling pathway in colorectal
cancer cells (section 6.3). This project was done in close cooperation with the group
of Michael Boutros from University of Heidelberg. Most experiments were done by
Gerrit Erdmann.

6.1 Introduction

Cancer is one of the most common causes of death according to the last global sur-
vey (86). Cells accumulate mutations that allow them to escape normal homeostatic
regulation such as proliferation, differentiation or apoptosis. This occurs constantly
throughout the body. The increase of cell number during cell division is called pro-
liferation. Differentiation is the process that assigns a cell a certain biological task.
In contrast, cell death occurs in one of two ways. Cells can be killed by the effects
of physical, biological, or chemical injury. Additionally, cells are induced to kill them-
selves. Cell suicide is also referred to as apoptosis. The accumulated mutations in
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cancer give cells unlimited division potential, the ability to invade other tissues and
to ignore proapoptotic signals that regulate cell number or ensure genomic stability
(87, 88). Many different combinations of mutations can lead to a wide variety of
cancers. They might require different therapeutic strategies (89, 90). These thera-
pies require drugs that specifically target critical pathways in particular cancer types,
which in turn demands detailed understanding of how mutations change signaling
pathways to identify specific drug targets.

Colorectal cancer is the third most common cancer world wide with over one million
new cases per year (86). Tumorigenesis of sporadic colorectal carcinomas is associ-
ated with mutations in two canonical Wnt/β-catenin pathway (91). More than 80%
of sporadic colorectal carcinomas are associated with mutations in APC and approxi-
mately 10% harbor mutations in β-catenin (91, 92). However, these mutations alone
are insufficient to give rise to colorectal cancer. Several additional mutations in other
genes are required and their occurrence can in part be associated with distinct stages
in colorectal carcinogenesis (93). These mutations are often linked to pathways that
have an important role during tissue homeostasis. Despite the clear causative relation
between mutations in WNT/β-catenin signaling and colorectal cancer, it remains un-
clear exactly how these mutations affect the Wnt signaling pathway structurally and
mechanistically. Yet, this knowledge is important to identify points for therapeutic
intervention (94).

Structure of the intestine In order to understand colorectal carcinogenesis, it is
important to decipher the underlying mechanisms and signaling pathways that govern
homeostasis in the intestine. Homeostasis is the property of a organism that regulates
its internal environment and tends to maintain a stable, relatively constant condition.
The intestine can be broadly divided into two different parts, the small and large
intestine. The large intestine consists of a flat epithelium called crypts, whereas the
small intestine displays similar crypts but also additional finger-like structures called
villi, that protrude from the epithelial lining of the intestinal wall. The structure of the
large and small intestine are different mainly in their epithelium and this might reflect
the different functions. Regardless of structural differences, both the large and the
small intestine contain very similar cell types and are regulated by similar mechanisms
and pathways that also play a role during carcinogenesis (95, 96).

6.1.1 Signaling pathway in intestinal homeostasis

The intestinal epithelium undergoes constant self-renewal requiring continuous prolif-
eration, differentiation and apoptosis, while it regulates its internal environment and
tends to maintain a stable, relatively constant condition. To maintain this intricate
balance several pathways such as Wnt signaling control proliferation and cell fate in
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6.1 Introduction

the intestine (96, 97). During colorectal cancer development, mutations in the Wnt

signaling pathway, frequently occur. In order to understand the roles that these path-

ways play in colon carcinogenesis, it is important to understand how they interact

with the intestinal epithelium in healthy tissue (94).

Wnt signaling The Wnt signaling pathway is a network of proteins that passes

signals from receptors on the surface of the cell to DNA expression in the nucleus. It

controls cell communications in the embryo and adult, for instance, cell proliferation

and differentiation. It frames one of the major signaling pathways for many develop-

mental processes, plays important roles in homeostasis of different tissues and is also

linked to carcinogenesis (98, 99). In adult organisms Wnt signaling is often involved

in maintenance of stem cell. In a human there are 19 different Wnt ligands that can

activate different signaling cascades (100). All 19 Wnt proteins are subdivided into

Wnts that trigger canonical and Wnts that trigger non-canonical signaling. Canonical

signaling controls β-catenin, a key co-factor of TCF familiy regulating genes involved

in development and proliferation. Non-canonical signaling is less well-defined and

encompasses several β-catenin independent signaling cascade (94).

β-catenin’s role in the Wnt signaling pathway Canonical Wnt signaling is

tightly controlled by degradation of β-catenin. When Wnt is not present, β-catenin

is constantly degraded by a multi protein complex (100). β-catenin is associated with

axin inhibition protein-1 (Axin1) and adenomatosis polyposis coli (APC). The complex

recruits the serine/threonine kinase, casein kinase 1 (CK1α). CK1α phosphorylates

Axin1 enabling it to bind glycogen synthase kinase β (GSK3β) (101). In order to

relieve β-catenin from constant degradation, activation of the Wnt signaling cascade

by Wnt ligands is required. When β-catenin is phosphorylated, it is degraded and,

thus, will not build up in the cell to a significant level. When Wnt binds to frizzled

(Fz), dishevelled (Dsh) is recruited to the membrane. GSK3 is inhibited by the

activation of Dsh by Fz. Because of this, β-catenin is permitted to build up in the

cytosol and can be subsequently translocated into the nucleus to perform a variety of

functions. It can act in conjunction with T-cell specific transcription factors (TCF)

such as TCF/LEF1 or TCF4 (TCF7L2) to activate specific target genes involved in

different processes. β-catenin turns TCFs into transcriptional activators resulting in

the expression of target genes, for instance cyclin D1 (CCND1), Axin2 and cMyc

(Figure 6.1). Aside from the respective concentrations of ligands, canonical Wnt

signaling is modulated at all levels of the signaling cascade, from secretion of Wnts

to activation of target genes in the nucleus (94).
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Figure 6.1: The canonical Wnt pathway. - (OFF) In the absence of Wnt, cyto-

plasmic β-catenin is phosphorylated by a protein complex consisting of the scaffolding

proteins Axin and APC and the kinases GSK3β and CK1a. Subsequent recognition

by the ubiquitin ligase β-TrcP leads to ubiquitin-mediated degradation of β-catenin.

(ON) Binding of Wnt to Fz leads to recruitment of the cytoplasmic effector protein Dvl.

Phosphorylation of the Lrp cytoplasmic tail subsequently provides a docking site for

Axin. Taking away Axin from the Axin-APC-GSK3β complex presumably compromises

its ability to phosphorylate β-catenin. The figure is adapted from (102).
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6.1.2 Mechanism of Wnt pathway mutations in cololectal can-

cer

Abnormality in Wnt signaling pathway activity is an initial step in colon cancer de-
velopment but is also important for maintenance of tumors (103). This makes the
Wnt pathway an attractive target for therapeutic intervention. In order to find out
the main target protein, it is important to understand how mutations in the Wnt
signaling pathway affect signal transduction (104).

APC and β-catenin mutation aberrantly activate Wnt signaling Mutation
in APC is the most common mutation in colon cancer. When APC does not have
an inactivating mutation, β-catenin does. These mutations can be inherited, or arise
sporadically, often as the result of mutations in other genes that produce chromosomal
instability. A mutation in APC or β-catenin must be followed by other mutations to
initiate cancer. APC is a large protein and acts as a scaffold protein binding to β-
catenin and Axin1 allowing the phosphorylation of β-catenin by CK1α. Structurally
APC contains multiple β-catenin binding sites. β-catenin is found localized at the
plasma membrane, in the cytoplasm, as well as in the nucleus. It is unclear how
strongly membrane bound and cytoplasmic β-catenin population interchange or if
they even represent independent pools. In order to target β-catenin for degradation,
it is phosphorylated at specific residues in specific sequential sites. In most colorectal
cancers, mutation in β-catenin occur exactly at one of these sites. Loss of one of these
phosphorylation sites facilitates ubiquitination required for βcatenin degradation. This
cause accumulation of β-catenin and consequently its translocation to the nucleus to
aberrant activation of Wnt target genes. In conclusion, both APC and β-catenin
mutations aberrantly activate Wnt signaling. This has often led to the assumption
that these mutations are dominant over upstream signals and constitutively activate
Wnt/β-catenin target genes (94).

Two hypothesis on APC and β-catenin It is not clear yet how mutations in
APC or β-catenin change signal transduction events. So far, there are two hypotheses
for the pathway topology of the Wnt signaling cascade. The Wnt independent model
states that mutations in APC or β-catenin constitutively activate the pathway render-
ing it insensitive to regulation by upstream factors such as canonical Wnt ligands or
antagonists. The Wnt dependent model assumes that APC and β-catenin mutations
are not dominant over upstream signaling events. This model would potentially allow
therapeutic intervention at all levels of the Wnt/β-catenin signaling cascade, e.g. the
targeting of Wnt secretion. In order to develop new therapeutic approaches for colon
cancer treatment, it is important to understand the pathway topology of the Wnt
signaling cascade (94).
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6.2 Wnt secretion is required for Wnt/β-catenin

target gene expression

It has been assumed that activating mutations in APC or β-catenin lead to consti-
tutively active Wnt signaling, thus rendering cells insensitive to upstream signaling.
Thus drug development efforts for colon cancer mainly focus on downstream targets
(91, 105). Our collaboration partners from Boutrous lab at DKFZ have recently
shown that pathway activation in colon cancer cells still requires Wnt ligands and
that silencing Evi/Wls, a gene controlling the secretion of Wnt molecules impairs the
expression of β-catenin dependent transcriptional targets (94). They elucidate the
structure of the canonical Wnt pathway in colon cancer and determine the impact of
upstream Wnt signaling events on Wnt pathway activity in the presence of mutated
β-catenin and APC. In particular, they elucidate whether Wnt/β-catenin signaling in
colorectal cancer is dependent on or independent from signals upstream of β-catenin
or APC mutations. In order to understand the topology of the Wnt signaling pathway
in colon cancer they performed RNAi knockdown of key Wnt pathway components
in HCT116 cells for subsequent whole transcriptome sequencing followed by nested
effects modeling (NEMs). Since, NEMs allow the prior assumption over the models,
they compare Wnt dependent and Wnt independent pathway structures with as little
prior assumptions as possible. In particular, depletion of Evi/Wls, a strictly required
factor of Wnt secretion, was utilized to determine the dependency of colorectal cancer
cells on canonical Wnt proteins.

NEM strongly favors pathways topologies that allow regulation upstream of
β-catenin In order to compare different models for the Wnt pathway topology in
HCT116 cells NEMs was implemented by Erdmann in collaboration with the Spang
group at the University of Regensburg. They compared two hypotheses: (A) network
topologies in which constitutive activation of Wnt signaling is solely dependent on
mutations of β-catenin or APC. Thus, depletion of upstream pathway components,
such as Evi/Wls, has no affect on β-catenin response gene expression in this model;
(B) topologies that allow a regulation by upstream components is retained even
in the presence of β-catenin or APC mutations. Figure 6.3 shows the schematic
of these two hypothesis. They finally implement NEMs to score both competing
hypothesis based on the changes in overall gene expression after knockdown. As
for the results, they have reported that the expression data did not support any
pathway topology assuming Evi/Wls independent activation of β-catenin response
genes (hypothesis A) and strongly favoured sustained regulatory input from upstream
components (hypothesis B) (Figure 6.3). To avoid overfitting, Bayes Factors were
used to compare the hypothesis accounting for the increased complexity of a model
that makes β-catenin response gene expression Evi/Wls dependent. The modeling
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Figure 6.2: Nested effects modeling to determine Wnt pathway structure in

colon cancer. - RNAi is used to knockdown several components of a signaling pathway

(S-Genes) and expression profiling e.g by RNAseq is used to determine which genes

are changed inresponse (E-genes; E1-7). Based on which E-genes are differentially

expressed after knockdown of a specific S-gene a hierarchical pathway structure can be

inferred. The basic principle assumes that the higher up an Sgene is within a signaling

pathway, the more E-genes show an effect because of increasing branching points within

a signaling cascade.

results confirm that Wnt pathway activation in HCT116 cells is dependent on Evi/Wls
despite the βcatenin mutation without bias (94).

6.3 An application of No-CONAN to WNT-signaling

in colorectal cancer cells

The reported results in the last section is important for the development of novel
treatment options, since it suggests targeting Wnt signalling upstream of the mutated
genes. This work was partially motivated by a nested effect model that predicted cross
talk of signaling components upstream and downstream of the mutations. A possible
confounding of this model by unobserved signaling molecules was not taken into
account. In order to confirm the findings of Erdmann, in this section we show that
the dependence on upstream signaling can also be inferred in a non-confoundable
analysis. We test No-CONAN in the study on Wnt-signaling in colorectal cancer cells
from our collaboration parter in Heidelberg (94).
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Figure 6.3: Nested effects modeling (NEM) favors Wnt-dependent pathway

model. - A) Exemplary scheme of a Wnt-dependent pathway structure. Expected

expression changes in effect genes (E1-7) after depletion of a pathway component are

displayed as solid boxes. In Wnt dependent models knockdown of Evi/Wls affects

expression of Wnt pathway responsive (E3-6)-genes. B) Exemplary scheme of a Wnt-

independent pathway structure. In these models knockdown of Evi/Wls does not affect

expression of Wnt pathway responsive (E3-6)-genes. The figure is adapted from (94).
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6.3.0.1 Data preprocessing

Five pathway components at different levels were selected for RNAi mediated per-

turbation and subsequent sequencing by Erdmann (94) (Figure 6.4). Evi/Wls, a

protein absolutely required for Wnt secretion, was chosen as the most upstream com-

ponent. In order to find the level of the destruction complex, the negative pathway

regulator APC, as well as β-catenin itself, was selected. Finally, BCL9 and TCF/L2

(TCF4), both required for β-catenin mediated target gene expression, were selected

to obtain information about the Wnt pathway at the nuclear level. Initially, several

single siRNAs against each of these genes were tested for knockdown efficiency. The

siRNA with the best knockdown efficiency was used for perturbation and subsequent

transcriptome sequencing. Then, knockdown of respective genes was conducted in

HCT116 cell using reverse siRNA transfection followed by 72h incubation and subse-

quent RNA isolation. For each knockdown two biological replicates were generated.

For each perturbation of a Wnt pathway component and each target transcript, they

calculated the posterior probability that the gene was differentially expressed using

Bayesian linear modeling (106).

Figure 6.4: Schematic of the Wnt pathway structure in colon cancer - Scheme

of the Wnt pathway indicating the genes selected for RNAi and RNAseq (bold). In

colon cancer APC or β catenin are frequently mutated (red *) causing aberrant Wnt

pathway activity. NEM is used to determine whether signaling components upstream

of APC or βcatenin (e.g. Evi/Wls) are still on top of the Wnt signaling cascade. The

figure is adapted from (94).
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6.3.0.2 Not-confoundable network analysis

For each perturbation of a Wnt pathway component and each target transcript, we
calculated the posterior probability that the gene was differentially expressed using
Bayesian linear modeling (106). To conduct NEM the posterior probability that an
E-gene was differentially expressed after knockdown of a Wnt pathway component
was calculated using Bayesian linear modeling (106).

In the language of nested effect models, EVI/Wls, β-catenin, APC, GSK3β, Axin1 and
the TCL genes are S-genes of Wnt signaling, while the transciptional targets of the
pathway Axin2, SMAD7, EMP1, MGLL are E-genes. The hypothesis of constitutive
downstream signaling proclaims that S-genes upstream of the mutation e.g. EVI/Wls
are in a disconnected relation, S1· ·S2, with both β-catenin and TCF transcription
factors. Here we use the data from the RNAi silencing assays of EVI/Wls and β-
catenin in HCT116 cancer cells. We can show that the disconnect relation can be
excluded with high confidence.

In order to test the disconnected relation, we run No-CONAN on silencing assays of
EVI/Wls and β-catenin. Since the input of No-CONAN is binary data, we transfer
the posterior probability that the gene was differentially expressed to binary values
using different cut-offs. Given a disconnected relation, the alien patterns for this
relation are at the form (1,1). We test whether the number of alien patterns occur
due to noise. To evaluate the reliability of our analysis, we apply No-CONAN using
different noise levels and different cut-offs for discretization. Our analysis consists of
four different settings:

1. All β-catenin targets: varying noise First, we transfer the continuous data
to binary data. This continuous data consists of the posterior probability that
an E-gene is differentially expressed after knockdown of a Wnt pathway compo-
nent. We set an E-gene in a certain silencing experiment to 1, if the posterior
probability that this E-gene is differentially expressed after knockdown of a Wnt
pathway component is bigger than certain a cut-off C, otherwise we set it to
0. We then define individual cut-offs for each E-gene.

We tried values of C from 0.5 to 0.99 in steps of 0.01. In order to select
the E-genes, before discretization we sort all β-catenin targets based on their
posterior probability to be differentially expressed. We take the top n and
discretize the data. The choice of n depends on the value of the cut-off. We
then run No-CONAN on the binary data of all β-catenin target for silencing
assays of EVI/Wls and β-catenin using noise levels varying between 0.005 (very
low) and 0.32 (very high). The results are organized in Figure 6.5A. The
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x-axis corresponds to different cut-offs for the posterior probability that an
E-gene is differentially expressed after knockdown of a S-genes, while the y-
axis present the P-value of excluding the disconnected model for Evi and β-
catenin. By setting the calibration parameter κ to 0.05, this plot shows that
the disconnected model is excluded even for very high noise levels.

2. TCF7L2 dependent β-catenin targets: varying noise Since TCF7L2 is a
transcription factor influencing the transcription of several genes, it evolves to
include a large variety of functions within the cell. For instance, the Wnt sig-
naling pathway leads to the association of β-catenin with BCL9, translocation
to the nucleus, and association with TCF7L2, which in turn results in the acti-
vation of Wnt target genes (107). In order to investigate the dependency of the
relation between EVI/Wls and β-catenin on the TCF7L2 targets, we repeated
the first analysis but only for the joint target of β-catenin and TCF7L2. After
selecting E-gene, we transfer the continuous data to binary data using different
cut-offs, C from 0.5 to 0.99 in steps of 0.01. In the next step we only select
the E-genes which show perturbation effect for both β-catenin and TCF7L2.
Finally, we run No-CONAN on the binary data of all β-catenin TCF7L2 depen-
dent targets for silencing assays of EVI/Wls and β-catenin using noise levels
varying between 0.005 (very low) and 0.32 (very high). The results are orga-
nized in Figure 6.5B. The x-axis correspond to different cut-off for the posterior
probability that an E-gene is differentially expressed after knockdown of a S-
genes, while the y-axis present the P-value of excluding the the disconnected
model for Evi and β-catenin. Similar to the previous analysis, the results show
that the disconnected model is excluded with different cut-offs and even for
very high noise levels.

3. All β-catenin targets: varying number of E-genes In the next analysis, we
investigate the influence of different number of selected E-genes for testing the
relation between EVI/Wls and β-catenin. Similar to the first analysis, we start
by sorting all β-catenin target based on the posterior probability that an E-
gene is differentially expressed after knockdown of a Wnt pathway component.
We then take the top n E-genes with the high posterior probability, but this
time instead of cut-offs we varied n from 10 to 2000 in steps of 10. For
discretization only four different cut-offs 0.99, 0.96, 0.92 and 0.68 are used.
In the final step, we run No-CONAN for silencing assays of EVI/Wls and β-
catenin using four noise levels. Figure 6.6A summarizes the P-value for testing
the disconnected model. The x-axis corresponds to different numbers of selected
E-genes before discretization, while the y-axis present the P-value of excluding
the the disconnected model. Each curve in the plot corresponds to a specific
cut-off and noise levels. The results show that the probability that the observed
number of alien patterns given the disconnected relations occurs due to the noise
fluctuation is smaller than 0.05 for low noise levels. In case of the very high
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noise, these probabilities are still lower than calibration parameter for resealable
number of E-genes (up to 500 E-genes).

4. TCF7L2 dependent β-catenin targets: varying number of E-genes In
order to investigate the influence of different number of TCF7L2 dependent
target genes for testing the relation between EVI/Wls and β-catenin, we repeat
the previous analysis but only for TCF7L2 dependent β-catenin targets. As
the result in Figure 6.6B shows, the disconnected model is excluded almost
everywhere for different cut-offs and even for very high noise levels.

The partial modeling results confirm that Wnt pathway activation in HCT116 cells
is dependent on Evi/Wls despite the βcatenin mutation. Using a combination of
RNAi, transcriptome sequencing and No-CONAN, it is possible to show in an non-
confoundable way that HCT116 cells are still dependent on Evi/Wls for activation
of Wnt/βcatenin dependent target gene activation, despite a mutation in βcatenin.
Here, we can not fully resolve the relation between Evi/Wls and β-catenin, but we
can exclude the disconnected relation and conclude that they are not independent of
each other.
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Figure 6.5: No-CONAN inference for the relation between the Evi/Wls and

β-catenin: Varying noise - A shows the No-CONAN inference given a disconnect

relation for the pair of S-genes, Evi/Wls and βcatenin for all βcatenin targets. B

shows the same inference but only for TCF7L2 dependent β-catenin targets. In each

plot, the x-axis corresponds to a different cut-off for the posterior probability that an

Egene is differentially expressed after knockdown of a S-gene, while the y-axis presents

the P-value of excluding the disconnected relation. The horizontal orange line shows

the calibration parameter κ which is set to 0.05. The numbers on top of the plot

show the corresponding data size (number of E-genes) for each cut-off on the x-axis.

The different lines correspond to different noise levels (red 0.02, green 0.04, blue

0.08 and purple 0.32). The plots show that in both cases, (all β-catenin targets and

TCF7L2 dependent β-catenin targets), the disconnected relation is excluded with high

confidence.
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Figure 6.6: No-CONAN inference for the relation between the Evi/Wls and

β-catenin: varying number of E-genes - A) shows the No-CONAN inference given

a disconnect relation while varying number of E-genes for the pair of Evi/Wls and

βcatenin only for βcatenin targets. B shows the same inference for different data size

but only for TCF7L2 dependent β-catenin targets. In each plot, The x-axis correspond

to different number of E-genes, while the y-axis present the P-value of excluding the

disconnected relation. The horizontal orange line shows the calibration parameter κ

which is set to 0.05. The different lines correspond to different noise levels and cut-

offs. The plot A shows that the probability that the observed number of alien patterns

given the disconnected relations occurs due to the noise fluctuation is smaller than

0.05 for small noise levels. In case of the very high noise, these probabilities are still

lower than calibration parameter for resealable number of E-genes (up to 500 E-genes).

In contrast, the plot B show that in both cases, All β-catenin targets and TCF7L2

dependent β-catenin targets, the disconnected relation is excluded almost everywhere

with high confidence.
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7

Summary and Outlook

Unknown hidden mechanisms in biological networks pose challenges to computational
biology. The appearance of methods making use of RNA interference (RNAi) enables
researchers to infer the inner workings of complex biological networks by breaking
them down using an external stimulus. A cells response to an external stimulus
is a complex network. However, due to the complexity of the system, a complete
picture with detailed knowledge of the behavior of individual players in the networks
is still out of reach. Therefore, our current understanding of virtually all cellular
signaling pathways is almost certainly incomplete. We are lacking important but so
far unknown players in the pathways and our observation is incomplete. Unknown
mechanisms, whose involvement in cellular processes has not yet been determined, can
make the interplay of the known mechanisms appear different from what they really
are. The effect of unknown players might be mixed up with the effect of known players.
Moreover, separating these effects can be difficult and can confound our perspective
of the networks. Network reconstruction in the presence of unknown mechanisms
may result in confounding. In this dissertation I have addressed the challenge of
reconstructing biological networks specific to signaling networks from interventional
data in the presence of unknown mechanisms. In doing so I was interested in answering
following questions:

• How can the effect of unobserved players be misleading for the network recon-
struction?

• What of our current understanding of biological networks can be confounded
by hidden mechanisms and what can not?

Conclusion In order to answer these questions, we introduced No-CONAN, a
novel method that partially reconstructs the upstream/downstream relations of non-
transcriptional signaling networks from interventional data. The method is set in the
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framework of nested effects models but has the additional feature that its inference can
not be confounded by hidden nodes. The key idea is the definition of alien silencing
patterns that can not be confounded by unobserved nodes. The output of No-CONAN
is not a fully resolved network but a pNEM: A network of upstream/downstream
relations where for some pairs of nodes several relations remain conformable with the
data. The information in a pNEM lies in the upstream/downstream relations that it
excludes. A pNEM encodes what we know but also what we can not know unless
we can be sure that we have observed all nodes of a network. The uncertainties
left with certain edges are the price we have to pay to ensure that our results are
non-confoundable by mechanisms outside the window of observations.

No-CONAN is reliable in that it does not produce false information by rejecting
correct relations. By construction, No-CONAN has two limitations affecting its power
in resolving the network. It can never reject the relation S1 → H ← S2, since
this relation has no alien silencing patterns. Moreover, No-CONAN has very little
power in resolving a true feedback loop since feedback does not produce the alien
patterns of the two directed relations. Nevertheless, No-CONAN is generating new
non confoundable insights into network structures by rejecting many though not all
incorrect relations.

Partial network reconstruction is a relatively new concept in network analysis. It can be
seen as a safeguard against possibly severe confounding effects caused by unobserved
mechanisms. Clearly, such a non-confoundable analysis is only valid within the formal
context of a network model. I used the framework of nested effect models. The
assumptions of nested effect models might be incorrect in certain applications as is
true for every modeling framework. I believe that no formal analysis can safeguard
against this. However, the concept of unknown mechanisms can be represented in
many formal frameworks, and simulations can mimic our partial observation of a true
underlying network.

The usefulness of our approach on real data was shown by analyzing two different
studies. I demonstrate practical use of No-CONAN in the context of a first application
to embryonic stem cell differentiation in mice and a recent study in Wnt signaling
pathway in colorectal cancer cells. The results form the first data set in chapter 5
contribute to understanding of how the stem cells carry out differentiation to special-
lized cells in a non-confoundable way. The reconstructed network by the pNEM differs
from the already published models (48, 50) in that it predicts the existence of certain
hidden nodes in certain positions. For instance, the non confoundable analysis sus-
tains a previous hypothesis on the role of Nanog, Sox2, and Oct4 interactions in stem
cell differentiation but also points to possible ambiguities with respect to the role of
Tcl1, Tbx3 and Esrrb. The partial modeling results from second data set in chapter
6 show that HCT116 cells are still dependent on Evi/Wls, an essential factor for Wnt
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secretion, for activation of Wnt/β-catenin dependent target gene activation, despite
the mutation in β-catenin. Using a combination of RNAi, transcriptome sequencing
and No-CONAN, it is possible to show in an non-confoundable way that HCT116 cells
are still dependent on Evi/Wls for activation of Wnt/β-catenin dependent target gene
activation.

After Donald Rumsfeld gave a new perspective of the concept of unknown-unknowns
in 2002 (63), he continued his speech by saying ”If I know the answer I’ll tell you the
answer, and if I don’t, I’ll just respond, cleverly”. I do not know whether a pNEM is a
”clever” response but it aims to be a realistic and an honest one. The partial networks
aims to encode what we know that we know, but it also encodes what we can not
know for certain, unless we are absolutely sure that we have a complete account of
all biological mechanisms affecting cell signaling. It is my belief that the methods
presented in this dissertation will open a new way to infer the biological networks
with effective hidden mechanisms. It is my hope, that it will shed light on new and
interesting domains.

Future Prospective The task of reconstructing networks in the presence of
hidden variables in probabilistic graphical model in general (Nested effects models in
particular) is a central and problematical challenge. This dissertation offers the first
step toward methods that treat this problem in the context of binary nested effects
models without posing restrictive constraints on the model. The next natural step
is to consider the application of the methods presented here for a wider variety of
models. This includes extensions to both continuous data and even in more general
probabilistic graphical approaches such as Bayesian networks (2) and factor graphs.

Another important avenue of research is to improve our understanding of the method
present in this dissertation. Since this method can only partially reconstruct the
networks, one might think to combine the idea of alien patterns to remove the con-
foundable network feature and then reconstruct the networks over the remaining
models. This might be still confoundable with hidden variables but using appropriate
prior probabilities based on the exclusion-inclusion results might lead to the non-
confoundable inferences. Additionally, the method present in this dissertation has to
be extended for multiple knockouts experiments. This data was attained by silencing
more than one gene at the same time. This will not change the idea of alien patterns,
but more sophisticated silencing schemes have to be developed, which encode predic-
tions both from single-gene and multi-gene knockouts. Since the number of possible
multiple knockouts increases exponentionally, tools to choose the most informative
experiments are needed.
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